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Izvleček
V dvofaznem navzgor usmerjenem raztrganem toku plin-kapljevina v navpični cevi
kapljevina omoča steno cevi, medtem ko plin teče v osrednjem delu. Za raztrgan
tok so značilni veliki poplavni valovi kapljevine, ki periodično potujejo navzgor v
smeri toka plina. Raztrgan tok je tesno povezan z mehanizmi pojava poplavljanja
oziroma omejitve protitoka. Pri izlivni nezgodi v tlačnovodnem jedrskem reaktorju,
kjer pride do izgube tlaka v primarnem sistemu in se del hladila upari, je poplavlja-
nje ali omejitev protitoka kapljevine eden od pomembnih pojavov z vidika varnosti.
V navpični cevi lahko tok vodne pare, ki teče v osrednjem delu cevi, omejuje tok
ﬁlma kapljevine, ki teče navzdol ob steni cevi in jo hladi. Do omejitve protitoka
kapljevine pride v primeru zelo visoke hitrosti pare, ki povzroči vzbujanje in pre-
kinjanje kapljevinskega ﬁlma ob steni: para lahko potiska kapljevino nazaj – se
pravi, navzgor po cevi - in tako onemogoča hlajenje sten. Lokalna napoved pojava
v poljubni geometriji in pri poljubnih pogojih zahteva razumevanje in poznavanje
začetnih mehanizmov poplavljanja.
Za analitičen popis oblike valov kapljevine v navpičnem raztrganem toku vode
in zraka smo predlagali novi model, izpeljan na podlagi funkcije hiperboličnega se-
kansa. V primerjavi z enostavnejšimi polkrožnimi in sinusnimi modeli oblike, pre-
dlagani model bolje opiše izmerjeno obliko valov. Pri tem je novi model še vedno
dovolj enostaven, saj je njegova zahtevnost primerljiva z obstoječim Gaussovim mo-
delom oblike, in je primeren za uporabo v mehanističnih modelih gibanja valov v
raztrganem toku.
Opravili smo trirazsežne simulacije kapljevinskih valov v nestacionarnem izo-
termnem raztrganem režimu toka vode in zraka v navpični cevi. Turbulentni tok
smo modelirali z metodo nestacionarnih Reynoldsovo povprečenih Navier-Stokesovih
enačb in k-ω SST (ang. Shear Stress Transport) turbulentnim modelom. Za popis
dvofaznega sistema zraka in vode smo uporabili model homogene mešanice z me-
todo ostrenja medfazne površine. Veljavnost predlaganega modeliranja smo potrdili
s primerjavo izračunanih rezultatov z eksperimentalnimi rezultati iz literature.
Ukvarjali smo se predvsem z vplivom modela kapljevinskega vstopa v cev in nje-
govim vplivom na simulirane frekvence valov. V tipičnem eksperimentu kapljevina
vstopa v cev skozi porozno steno, ki jo v simulacijah obravnavamo poenostavljeno
kot vstopni robni pogoj za kapljevino na kratkem odseku stene cevi. Pri podanem
masnem pretoku kapljevine nam površina vstopne ploskve določa velikost kompo-
nente hitrosti kapljevine, ki je pravokotna na steno. Pokazali smo, da je frekvenca
valov, določena na podlagi simulacij, sorazmerna s pravokotno komponento hitrosti
kapljevine na vstopu.
V doktorski tezi smo ugotovili, da lastnosti poplavnih valov kapljevine v navpič-
nem raztrganem toku niso odvisne le od same geometrije cevi ter makroskopskega
pretoka kapljevine in plina, temveč v precejšnji meri tudi od robnih pogojev na sa-
mem vstopu tekočine v cev.
Ključne besede: simulacija dvo-faznega toka, navpični raztrgan tok, omejitev
proti-toka, frekvenca valov, model kapljevinskega vstopa
PACS: 47.11.Df, 47.27.em, 47.35.-i, 47.55.-t, 47.55.Ca

Abstract
Periodic liquid waves of large amplitude are one of distinctive phenomena observed
in the churn ﬂow regime of gas-liquid ﬂow in vertical pipes, where the liquid ﬂowing
on the conduit wall is entrained upwards by the gas ﬂow in the core. The basic
mechanisms of churn ﬂow can be related to the onset of the ﬂooding phenomena (or
the counter-current ﬂow limitation) in vertical conduits. Flooding is of particular
interest for safety analyses of the loss-of-coolant accident in pressurized water nuclear
reactors, where part of the liquid coolant inventory evaporates due to the pressure
loss caused by a leak in the primary system. The upward ﬂow of steam in the central
region of a vertical pipe can limit the downward ﬂow of water ﬁlm on the pipe wall.
Flooding develops when the ﬂow of liquid ﬁlm reverses and cannot penetrate further
into the primary system, which in turn limits the cooling of reactor components.
Prediction of the onset of ﬂooding in realistic geometries is very uncertain, indicating
the need for more thorough understanding of its triggering mechanisms.
New analytical model for the shape of a stationary liquid wave in vertical churn
ﬂow regime is proposed in the present thesis. The model is based on the hyperbolic
secant function and oﬀers more accurate description of the wave shape than the
simpler hemispherical and sinusoidal models. The complexity of the proposed model
is comparable to the existing Gaussian model and can be used in mechanistic models
of wave motion in vertical churn ﬂow.
The present thesis deals primarily with the three-dimensional transient simula-
tion of isothermal churn ﬂow of air and water in a vertical pipe. Turbulent features
in the air-water ﬂow are modelled using the unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-
Stokes approach with the k-ω SST (Shear Stress Transport) model. Interface sharp-
ening with bounded compression was used to resolve the gas and liquid interface.
The validity of the proposed modelling approach was conﬁrmed by comparing the
calculated results with the experimental results from the literature.
Speciﬁcally, the present work investigates the frequency of large liquid waves,
and how it is inﬂuenced by the liquid inlet model, with the ﬁnal purpose to under-
stand main mechanisms aﬀecting the actual ﬂow development. Namely, the existing
simulations use a simple inlet boundary condition to model the perforated wall
liquid inlet section, commonly used in experiments. Here, the magnitude of wall
normal velocity is proposed as a modelling parameter, which is controlled by the
boundary area at a given mass ﬂow rate. The results show that wave frequencies
are approximately proportional to the imposed wall normal velocity at the liquid
inlet. Parametric study revealed that a suitable value for this parameter can be
determined over a range of ﬂow conditions, leading to a good agreement between
the simulated and the measured wave frequencies.
The main ﬁnding of the present thesis suggest, that the properties of large liquid
waves in the churn ﬂow do not depend solely on geometric and macroscopic ﬂow
conditions (such as, for instance pipe diameter and ﬂow rates), but are also very
much aﬀected by the boundary conditions where liquid enters into the vertical pipe.
Keywords: two-phase ﬂow simulation, vertical churn ﬂow, counter-current ﬂow
limitation, wave frequency, liquid inlet model
PACS: 47.11.Df, 47.27.em, 47.35.-i, 47.55.-t, 47.55.Ca
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Nomenclature
Latin Symbols
A surface area of the liquid inlet A = πDH
a wave amplitude without the base liquid ﬁlm
Ah surface area of small holes in perforated wall liquid inlet
As surface area of the liquid inlet in experiment
Aw wave amplitude
Cα interface compression level
D pipe diameter
d distance from the wall to the nearest cell centre
Dh diameter of small holes in perforated wall liquid inlet
f wave frequency
f(z) dimensionless wave shape function
f1 integral of wave shape function
f2 integral of squared wave shape function
Fg downward gravitational force on the wave
F∆p upward force on the wave due to the gas ﬂow
g gravity acceleration
H height of liquid inlet in simulation
h representative mesh cell size
Hs height of liquid inlet in experiment
j∗g dimensionless superﬁcial gas velocity
jk superﬁcial velocity of ﬂuid phase k
k turbulent kinetic energy
L total pipe length
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Ltop/bot length of upper or lower pipe wall section
Lw length of the control volume in mechanistic wave model
N number of observed liquid waves in the simulation
Nftg number of ﬂow trough times for the gas phase
Nh number of small holes in perforated wall liquid inlet
p pressure
p∗ modiﬁed pressure without hydrostatic contribution
p0 reference pressure
Pα(y) cumulative chordal fraction of liquid up to distance y from the pipe wall
pth threshold value of the wave counting algorithm
R pipe radius
R′ liquid ﬁlm radius R′ = R− δb
r, ϑ, z cylindrical coordinates
S1 gas ﬂow cross section in front of the wave
S2 gas ﬂow cross section at the wave crest
ST pipe cross-sectional area ST = πD2/4
T simulation time
t time
U∗G dimensionless gas velocity in the mechanistic wave model
un wall normal velocity component at the liquid inlet
Uw axial wave velocity in the mechanistic model
UG gas velocity in the mechanistic wave model
Uz axial velocity component
V volume
V ′ partial volume of the variable part of the wave
Vb volume of the base liquid ﬁlm
Vc volume of computational cell
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
y+ dimensionless wall distance
z∗ dimensionless integration variable of the wave shape model
Latin Special Symbols
d vector between centres of parent and neighbour cells
fσ surface tension force
m˙k mass ﬂow rate of ﬂuid phase k
Mσ mixture momentum source due to surface tension
nˆ interface normal unit vector
S strain rate tensor
u ﬂuid velocity vector
u′ ﬂuctuating part of velocity vector
U homogeneous mixture velocity vector
Ur relative velocity vector
V˜ wave volume calculated from the measured shape of the wave
x position vector
Greek Symbols
α liquid volume fraction
∆m˙L net liquid mass ﬂow rate into the wave
∆ρ density diﬀerence
∆p pressure diﬀerence
∆t time interval
δ wave thickness (given as distance from the pipe wall)
δ′ variable wave thickness without base liquid ﬁlm
δb base liquid ﬁlm thickness
κ surface curvature
λ wavelength
µ dynamic viscosity of ﬂuid
µT eddy viscosity
ν kinematic viscosity of ﬂuid
νeff eﬀective kinematic viscosity
ω turbulence speciﬁc rate of dissipation
ρ density of ﬂuid
σ surface tension coeﬃcient
τp reject time duration of wave counting algorithm
τ T turbulent momentum ﬂux
τ viscous stress tensor
τ eff eﬀective stress tensor of the homogeneous mixture
ϑ0 pipe wall contact angle
Subscripts
k ﬂuid phase index
L, 1, g index of liquid phase
G, 2, l index of gas phase
P parent computational cell
N neighbour computational cell
min/max minimum or maximum value
coarse variable obtained on the coarsest mesh
Averages
〈α〉V liquid volume fraction averaged over volume of pipe domain
〈φ〉(y) radial proﬁle of ﬁeld φ at constant z along the wall distance y = R− r
〈φ〉(r, z) chordal average of ﬁeld φ along azimuthal direction
φ phase average of quantity φ
φ time average of quantity φ
φ̂ mass weighted mean value of quantity φ
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and problem deﬁnition
In safety analyses of light-water nuclear reactors, complex multiphase ﬂow phenom-
ena that occur during thermal-hydraulic processes on the local instantaneous scale,
could be modelled using computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) approach [1, 2, 3].
Counter-current ﬂow limitation (CCFL) is one of the intricate phenomena of
gas and liquid ﬂow that could occur during the loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in
pressurized water reactor (PWR) and is of particular interest for safety analyses.
Due to the loss of pressure in the primary system during such accident, part of
the liquid coolant inventory suddenly evaporates (ﬂashes). In this case, the reﬂux
condenser mode of cooling is an important process which removes residual heat from
the reactor core. Steam produced with evaporation of reactor coolant condenses (and
discharges heat) in the vertical U-tubes of the steam generator and the condensate
ﬂows back to the reactor vessel as a liquid ﬁlm along the pipe wall, repeating the
cooling cycle (see Fig. 1.1).
Figure 1.1: Schematic of the reﬂux condenser mode of cooling during LOCA accident
(adopted from Deendarlianto et al. [4]).
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At suﬃciently high mass ﬂow rate, the upward ﬂow of steam in the middle of
the pipe can limit the downward ﬂow of liquid ﬁlm on the pipe wall. CCFL occurs
when the ﬂow of liquid ﬁlm reverses and cannot penetrate further downwards into
the primary system of the reactor. Consequently, CCFL inhibits the residual heat
removal mechanism. Examples where downward drainage of liquid can be limited
by an upward ﬂow of vapour within the PWR reactor cooling systems are [5]: the
downcomner annulus and the upper core tie plate of reactor pressure vessel, the
riser section of the inverted U-tubes in steam generators and the pressuriser surge
line. In the literature [5], the term ﬂooding is often used for the described CCFL
phenomena and was adopted in the presented thesis.
Historically, a vast amount of work was devoted to study the ﬂooding phenomena
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In order to accurately predict the onset of ﬂooding
conditions, a thorough understanding of its initiating mechanisms is essential. In
current safety analyses codes, empirical correlations [15, 16] are commonly used to
predict the onset of ﬂooding. Such correlations are derived on the basis of data
obtained in a speciﬁc experimental setting and their validity is typically limited by
the range of experimental conditions. In contrast, mechanistic models derived from
the fundamental physical mechanisms of the phenomena promise a broader range
of applicability and improved accuracy. Still, prediction of the onset of ﬂooding
condition in realistic geometries remains rather uncertain and according to the liter-
ature review [4, 5, 17, 18, 19] there are no satisfactory mechanistic ﬂooding models.
To overcome the necessity of employing diﬀerent empirical correlations, improved
mechanistic models are needed, as reported in a recent review of thermal-hydraulic
processes related to small break LOCA [20].
Theoretical description on the local instantaneous scale, supported with CFD
modelling approach could help us to reveal the underlying mechanisms of ﬂooding
by using accurate local interface tracking methods together with data from reliable
experiments with local measurements of ﬂow behaviour. A long-term challenge
is to predict CCFL by a CFD simulation. Mechanistic CFD-grade model should
be independent on the geometrical eﬀects and can be used to predict small-scale
physical eﬀects on the ﬂooding limit when the experimental data are not available.
Flooding in vertical pipes
In vertical tubes, channels, tube bundles and other similar conﬁgurations of counter-
current gas-liquid ﬂows, the two generally accepted mechanisms of ﬂooding are:
(a) the formation and upward transport of a large wave from the bottom of the
counter-current ﬂow column and (b) the occurrence of an instability at the liquid
feed inlet resulting in the formation of large waves, part of which are entrained and
redeposited in the form of droplets beyond the point of liquid entry [21, 22].
The wave mechanism (a) is believed to be prevalent in small diameter pipes
(D < 50mm) [21]. There, the force of the gas on the waves should be large, since
the presence of a large coherent ring-type ﬂooding wave causes a relatively large
reduction in the ﬂow area for the gas at the crest of the wave. This increases the
form drag on the wave and the whole wave can be swept upwards. Bridging of the
tubes by the waves of liquid can also develop in suﬃciently small tubes.
However if the pipe diameter is large enough, a coherent liquid wave cannot form
easily over the whole circumference of a pipe [21]. Consequently, this reduces the
form drag force on the wave and a higher gas velocity is required to move the wave
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Figure 1.2: Flooding in vertical tubes (adopted from Zapke and Kröger [23]).
upwards. A coherent liquid wave is also very unstable and thus unable to travel
long distances along the pipe wall. Break up of large liquid waves is the source of
liquid entrainment and droplets that can be carried beyond the liquid inlet by the
gas ﬂow, thus initiating ﬂooding by the second (b) mechanism [21].
Churn ﬂow and liquid waves
Flooding and associated liquid wave phenomena belong to the wider ﬁeld of multi-
phase ﬂow in a vertical pipe, which is usually classiﬁed using diﬀerent ﬂow regime
maps, based on the morphology and distribution of the phases. In gas-liquid ﬂow in
a vertical pipe the typical ﬂow patterns are: bubbly ﬂow, slug or plug ﬂow, churn
ﬂow, annular ﬂow and wispy annular ﬂow [24]. In the present thesis, we will focus on
the churn ﬂow regime where large (ﬂooding type) waves of liquid travelling upwards
may typically be observed.
The ﬂow mechanism of churn ﬂow [25] suggests that the origin of these large
waves is similar to the wave mechanism of the ﬂooding phenomenon [26]. In fact, an
important experimental study of ﬂooding phenomena [27] showed that the transition
to churn ﬂow is characterised by the capability of forming ﬂooding-type waves.
Consequently, the existence of churn ﬂow and the ﬂooding phenomenon must be
closely connected and [26, 28, 29].
Although the churn ﬂow regime can be viewed as a transitional regime between
slug ﬂow and annular ﬂow [26, 29, 30, 31, 32], the term itself is not unanimously
deﬁned throughout the literature and is used to designate diﬀerent two-phase ﬂow
patterns in vertical pipes [30, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. The ﬂow considered in
the present thesis is considered as churn ﬂow, in the sense of the deﬁnition used by
the authors of experiments used for model assessment [26, 29], which is to consider
churn ﬂow as a transitional regime between slug and annular ﬂow.
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1.2 Objectives and outline of the thesis
The focus of the presented thesis is on theoretical investigation of isothermal sep-
arated gas-liquid ﬂow in a vertical pipe. Computer simulation has been performed
using the homogeneous mixture ﬂow (single ﬂuid) approach with interface sharpen-
ing based on bounded compression method. Three-dimensional transient simulation
of ﬂooding-type liquid waves in vertical churn ﬂow is performed using the solver
interFoam from the open source CFD library OpenFOAM.
Literature survey indicates a clear need for detailed CFD studies of the ﬂooding
and the related churn ﬂow phenomena. Complementary to the extensive experi-
mental and analytical studies, detailed CFD investigations on the local scale could
reveal some unknown features and contribute to deeper understanding of the trig-
gering mechanisms of counter-current ﬂow limitation.
With such CFD simulations, a complete ﬂow ﬁeld information on the relevant
phenomena can be obtained. Together with the experimental data, a numerical
simulation of the ﬂow can provide new insights in physical understanding of the ﬂow
phenomena. Evolution of the volume fraction can be readily obtained and visualized
by the means of numerical simulation. Liquid ﬁlm thickness can be determined and
formation of large ﬂooding type waves can be observed. Since the wave frequency,
position and velocity can vary signiﬁcantly about their mean values, large sample
of waves and thus long simulation runs are required to evaluate the results with
reasonable statistical signiﬁcance.
Results from the existing experimental work on ﬂooding type liquid waves found
in the open literature (e.g. [26, 29]) are used as validation cases to evaluate the
capability of the modelling approach developed in the thesis. Listed experiments
provide visualization data of wave evolution as well as wave frequency, amplitude,
position and velocity data.
Numerical analyses are compared with other simulations of similar experimental
cases using diﬀerent modelling approaches. Sensitivity study of several modelling
parameters has been carried out to evaluate and discuss their impact on simulation
results in an attempt to establish best practice guidelines for modelling of realistic
counter-current ﬂows, important in nuclear reactor systems. Modelling approach
established in the present thesis could be further extended to generalize the predic-
tion of ﬂooding or ﬂow reversal phenomena in vertical pipes over a wider range of
data than existing experimental based correlations.
The present thesis discusses and explains possible reasons for over-prediction of
wave frequency in the existing simulations of air-water churn ﬂow with volume-of-
ﬂuid interface reconstruction approach [40].
The existing simulations in the literature [40, 41, 42, 43, 44] modelled the porous
wall liquid inlet section from the experiments as a simple inlet surface for the ﬂow
with prescribed liquid mass ﬂow rate, assuming the uniform velocity proﬁle normal
to the inlet surface on the pipe wall. The present thesis investigates the eﬀect of
the liquid inlet modelling on the development of simulated liquid waves in the churn
ﬂow regime of air and water in vertical pipes.
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Original contributions of the present thesis
• The main contribution of the work is to show, for the ﬁrst time, that the
wave frequency in churn ﬂow does not depend solely on the geometric and
ﬂow characteristics (such as, for instance, inlet liquid mass ﬂow rate), but also
very much on the velocity distribution of the liquid inlet ﬂow.
• Two new models for the shape of a critical (standing) wave in vertical churn
ﬂow regime of air and water. The proposed models are based on two analytical
functions: Lorentzian and hyperbolic secant.
• The thesis contributes to better understanding of the mechanisms of wave
formation and development.
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between gas and liquid, caused by the diﬀerence in the relative velocity between
phases (velocity gradient on the interface) plays a dominant role in the upward
transport of disturbance waves [26].
Conversely in the churn ﬂow regime, the main mechanism of ﬂooding type wave
transport upward is the force due to pressure diﬀerences, which opposes the down-
ward weight force of the liquid wave. As demonstrated by several analytical models
[21, 26, 28, 54, 55, 56] and CFD simulations [40, 44], the driving force occurs due to
the pressure diﬀerence between windward and leeward side of the wave, caused by
a reduction of the gas ﬂow area due to the liquid wave.
Representative experimental section (see Fig. 2.2) in the studies of vertical churn
ﬂow and ﬂooding type liquid waves consists of a vertical tube with transparent liquid
inlet injector, also called inlet sinter [26], in the form of a perforated wall with several
hundred small holes with around 1mm in diameter [26, 29], which enable a smooth
entry of liquid into the pipe and visual observation of the phenomena.
Figure 2.2: Schematic of experiment performed by Wang et al. [29, 56].
Initially at low gas ﬂow rates upwards in the vertical pipe, liquid ﬂows downwards
along the pipe wall in the form of counter-current liquid ﬁlm ﬂow and exits the
section through the outlet sinter several meters down the test section [26, 29]. The
gas ﬂow rate is then increased until ﬂooding of the liquid ﬁlm and wave formation
is observed. After ﬂooding condition, the churn ﬂow regime is initiated above the
liquid inlet, and falling liquid ﬁlm regime is present below the liquid inlet down to
the outlet section [26, 27, 29]. Govan et al. [27] reported, that the two ﬂow regions
are essentially decoupled, since there were no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the measured
pressure drop and liquid hold-up in the churn ﬂow region whether the liquid ﬁlm
below the liquid inlet was present or not.
In such experiments, two-phase ﬂow in the region around the transparent liquid
injector is recorded with one or more high speed cameras typically recording with
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1000 frames [26, 28] or 2000 frames per second [29, 57]. Additionally, thin laser
sheet and dye-tracer method can be used to obtain planar visualisations in either
frontal [28] or cross-sectional view [29, 57] of the vertical pipe. With further post-
processing of visualisation data, wave characteristics such as amplitude, frequency,
velocity and shape can be obtained. Image processing techniques are quite common
in counter-current gas-liquid ﬂow studies [57, 58].
Wave amplitude is deﬁned as the distance between the pipe wall and the crest
of the wave [28]. Initially travelling downwards due to gravity, a liquid wave reaches
its critical amplitude when the wave velocity reverses its direction upwards. Trav-
elling up, the wave collects the liquid trailing from the preceding wave. At the same
time, the travelling wave releases the liquid ﬁlm behind and, as it topples, ejects
liquid droplets that are entrained in the gas ﬂow. The wavemaximum amplitude
is deﬁned as the amplitude, at which the mass ﬂow rate of liquid entering the wave
is balanced by the mass ﬂow rate of liquid exiting the wave.
Wave frequency is determined from the number of waves occurring over the
duration of high speed camera recording of the region around the transparent liquid
injector [26, 28, 29, 45]. In experiments where conductance probes are used to
measure the instantaneous thickness of the liquid ﬁlm at certain axial position on
the wall of the vertical pipe [47, 52, 59], the observed signal can be used to calculate
the frequency of occurring ﬂow structures.
Wave velocity can be calculated by following the position over time of a indi-
vidual wave in the recording sequence [26, 28]. With simultaneous measurements
of instantaneous liquid holdup at two (or more) diﬀerent axial locations along the
pipe wall, wave velocity can be determined from the delay times obtained by cross-
correlating time-series data from two or more probes [59, 60, 61].
Aforementioned deﬁnitions were used in several experimental and theoretical
studies in the literature [28, 29, 55, 56] and are adopted in the present thesis.
2.2 Experimental investigations
Shearer and Davidson [54] performed measurements and proposed a theory which
predicts the shape and amplitude of a standing liquid wave formed in a counter-
current ﬂow of air and water over a vertical surface of wetted wall column. They
found that the wave amplitude is very sensitive to the velocity of the gas phase
and observed formation of very large amplitude waves beyond a critical velocity of
gas [54].
Measurements of average wave velocity, frequency, amplitude, and mean liquid
ﬁlm thickness were performed by Hewitt et al. [28] in the churn-annular ﬂow of
trichlorethylene and air in a vertical pipe. Observed shapes of travelling waves were
in agreement with prediction of the stationary wave model [54]. Their visualisation
study [28] using photo-chromic dye tracing unveiled fundamental characteristics and
postulated a mechanism of the churn ﬂow regime. Large waves of liquid are travelling
upwards along the wall, discarding a falling ﬁlm of liquid in their wake, which
undergoes a ﬂow reversal and is in turn gathered by the subsequent wave. As such
waves are travelling along the wall, they often disintegrate and form liquid droplets
that are entrained in the gas ﬂow.
Barbosa Jr. et al. [26] studied the churn ﬂow regime of air-water ﬂow in 32mm
internal diameter (i.d.) vertical tube with the emphasis on ﬂooding-type wave forma-
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tion and motion. Quantitative measurements of wave frequency and wave velocity
were obtained in the experiments with video post-processing analyses [26]. Similar
experiments were also performed by Wang et al. [29] in 19 and 34 mm i.d. pipe, who
also measured the critical and maximum amplitudes of waves under diﬀerent ﬂow
conditions.
A comparison of the experimental results for the churn ﬂow of air-water in 19,
32 and 34 mm i.d. pipes [26, 29] performed by Wang et al. [29] showed that the
measured wave frequency is approximately proportional to the gas Reynolds number
and to the cross-sectional average of the net liquid mass ﬂow rate upwards. On the
other hand, the data set of Hewitt et al. [28] in the churn ﬂow of trichlorethylene
and air in a 10 mm i.d. pipe, exposed diﬀerent behaviour at higher liquid mass
ﬂow rates and did not correspond to the same proportionality constant. One of the
possible reasons for the discrepancy may be the diﬀerence in physical properties (of
trichlorethylene) and pipe diameter as suggested by Wang et al. [29]. In addition
it was proposed, that due to the smaller pipe diameter and higher liquid mass ﬂow
rates, the reduced ﬂow area for gas leads to higher gas velocities and consequently
to higher wave frequencies [29].
Based on their observations, Wang et al. [29] proposed a correlation to predict the
frequency of ﬂooding type waves. The reported maximum deviation of frequency
was ±30% compared to their experimental data, and ±50% compared to other
experimental data from the literature [26, 28].
Based on the force balance over a wave with an assumed shape, an analytical
model of liquid wave propagation can be developed, and several examples can be
found in the literature [26, 28, 40, 55, 56]. Typically, the assumed shape of the wave
is either a simple hemispherical shape [40] or a sinusoidal shape [26, 28, 55]. Detailed
measurements of the wave shape are relatively rare in the literature. Studies in the
annular ﬂow [46, 47, 62, 63] suggest, that the shape of the wave might follow a
log-normal distribution curve, which is quite diﬃcult to incorporate in an analytical
model.
Nevertheless, using sinusoidal shape and empirical correlations from churn ﬂow
to derive the force terms, the critical and maximum amplitudes predicted by the
model of Wang et al. [55] match experimental data rather well with reported average
absolute deviation of ±8%.
Subsequently the study was extended with a model of droplet entrainment mech-
anism [64] based on wave break up mechanisms [29] and previously developed wave
dynamic mechanisms [55]. Predicted entrainment rate matches well with experi-
mental data at lower gas, but fails to capture the entrainment trend at increasing
gas velocity [64]. The model was modiﬁed with an empirically determined correction
factor, with which the predicted entrainment rate matches experiment within the
±20% accuracy range [64].
Droplet entrainment mechanisms were also studied in the annular ﬂow [65]. Ryu
and Park [66] presented a model based on the force balance of an inter-facial wave
in two-phase annular ﬂow. Their results show ±53% agreement of the model with
experiment over wide range of ﬂow conditions. At any rate, the models in the churn
ﬂow are not as accurate. Detailed multiphase ﬂow simulations, possibly coupled
with several multiphase ﬂow strategies (for example interface tracking for large wave
surface, Lagrangian droplets for entrainment), could add to better understanding of
droplet entrainment in the churn ﬂow region.
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Recently, Wang et al. [56] measured the proﬁle of a critical (standing) wave in the
churn ﬂow and presented a Gaussian-based model for the analytical shape of such
wave. Compared to simpler models, Gaussian model provides increased accuracy
in respect to the wave shape. At the same time, the model is simpler than the
log-normal distribution curve in analytical terms.
2.3 Numerical analyses
Despite the advances in experimental methods since the beginning of the investiga-
tions of annular and churn ﬂow, it is still diﬃcult to observe the basic mechanisms of
wave formation and development, which is supposed to be a result of the local ﬂow
behaviour in the liquid ﬁlm. In this regard, numerical simulations can serve as valu-
able tool for studying the churn ﬂow and ﬂooding phenomena. State-of-the-art CFD
simulations enable detailed reconstruction of transient evolution of entire ﬂow ﬁelds
by observing temporal and spatial distribution of diﬀerent physical quantities, such
as velocity components and forces. Although the simulated evolution does not nec-
essarily replicate actual phenomena, the agreement of physical quantities on a global
scale (e.g. wave characteristics) is an indication, that the simulated phenomena are
comparable to the real ﬂow.
Jayanti et al. [21] performed single phase CFD simulation of air ﬂow over a sta-
tionary wave that was represented as a solid wall in a 2D channel with the shape of
a stationary wave obtained in the experiment of Shearer and Davidson [54]. They
calculated the force due to pressure variations over the wave and proposed a dif-
ferentiation of ﬂooding mechanism based on the tube diameter. In small diameter
tubes (less than 50mm), the liquid wave mechanism prevails, while in large diameter
tubes, the entrainment and carry-over of droplets are more important [21].
Da Riva and Del Col [40] performed one of the ﬁrst two-phase simulations of the
churn ﬂow using the volume-of-ﬂuid (VOF) [67] interface reconstruction approach
in the ANSYS Fluent code. Their axisymmetric simulation of air-water churn ﬂow
in vertical pipe showed promising results which captured the main ﬂow features,
in spite of the fact that the 2D domain and the mesh density employed in the
simulation could not properly resolve the small entrained droplets in the gas core of
the ﬂow [40]. They obtained a good agreement with measurement of wave frequency
by Barbosa Jr. et al. [26] for the case with lower gas and liquid mass ﬂow rate. At
the same time, in their simulation of the case with higher gas and liquid mass
ﬂow rates, the reported calculated wave frequency was overpredicted by 50% [40].
The calculated pressure ﬁeld in the ﬂow was presented for the ﬁrst time without
assuming the wave shape in advance, as done before [21]. This was possible, since
the gas-liquid interface and therefore the wave shape was resolved directly by the
VOF interface tracking method [67].
A recent review of the churn ﬂow and wispy annular ﬂow regimes [24] calls for
an in-depth investigation of these regimes, since they have been less widely studied
in the past. According to the author, the lack of data is attributed more to the
complexity of the phenomena and is not an adequate reﬂection of their technolog-
ical importance [24]. Among the suggested areas for further work is the remark,
that some recent CFD simulations of ﬂooding waves in the churn ﬂow [40] show
encouraging qualitative agreement with the experiments and could be extended to
provide further insights into the nature of the churn ﬂow and transitions leading to
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it [24].
Alves et al. [68] presented a one-dimensional simulation of the transient behaviour
of churn-annular ﬂow in a vertical pipe. Computer code originally developed for an-
nular ﬂow studies was used. The performance of the code was tested on experimental
data, some of which are in the churn ﬂow regime [27], where pressure gradient in the
pipe was predicted within ±20% accuracy, but the liquid holdup was systematically
underpredicted with accuracy ranging from −30% to 10%, indicating the need for
improved modelling in the churn ﬂow region [68].
Parsi et al. [69] used a MultiFluid VOFmodel in Fluent CFD program to simulate
complex vertical upward gas-liquid churn ﬂow case. Compared to other simulations,
their domain was quite large with the vertical pipe section of 3m length connected
to a horizontal elbow with 1.9m length. In addition, their results were compared
with wire-mesh data obtained in experiment they performed earlier [60]. Analysis
showed that such hybrid multiphase model was able to capture the main features
associated with the churn ﬂow phenomena.
2.4 State-of-the-art of computational methods
Figure 2.3: Structures and scales involved in the modelling of multiphase ﬂow (adopted
from [70]).
Much has been accomplished in the modelling of multiphase ﬂows in the last few
decades [71]. However, numerical simulations of multiphase ﬂow systems remain
behind those of single phase ﬂows, understandably due to the greater complexity of
the ﬂow phenomena [71], which, among other, can be attributed to the diversity and
extent of ﬂow structures and scales (shown in Fig. 2.3). As the main focus of the
thesis is on the numerical modelling of churn ﬂow and ﬂooding phenomena, a brief
overview of the CFD modelling is presented in this section, focusing on separated
and transitional regimes in two-phase ﬂows.
The diverse range of structures occurring in churn ﬂow, namely thin liquid ﬁlm,
large liquid waves, liquid droplets and entrained gas bubbles, pose a signiﬁcant chal-
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lenge in the modelling eﬀorts which require mixed or hybrid approach by combining
several modelling methodologies, that are otherwise specialised for a particular ﬂow
morphology [72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77]. For example, one of the interface tracking
methods described in the next Section 2.4.1 should be employed to resolve the large
interface of liquid waves. On the other side, the two-ﬂuid approach with averaged
equations could be used for dispersed droplets in the gas ﬂow or entrained bubbles
in the liquid ﬂow, as described in later Section 2.4.2.
2.4.1 Interface tracking and single ﬂuid approach
In principle, multiphase ﬂow can be considered as a ﬂow consisting of multiple single-
ﬂuid ﬂow domains separated by interfaces [78]. Mathematically, these individual
ﬂuid domains can be described by a standard set of equations for the conservation
of mass, momentum and energy used to describe single-phase ﬂows with variable
physical properties, making sure that properties of each of the ﬂuid components are
prescribed in the parts of the ﬂow occupied by individual components.
Boundary conditions and closure laws must be speciﬁed in order to solve the
equations. In addition, special interface jump condition equations must be intro-
duced at the ﬂuid interfaces where sharp discontinuities in density, velocity and
energy ﬁeld are encountered [78]. Such jump conditions include terms that describe
mass, momentum and heat transfer between the two ﬂuids.
This is the local instantaneous formulation [78], sometimes known as the single
ﬂuid modelling approach or the direct numerical simulation where all the interfaces
between the ﬂuids must be fully resolved [71]. Figure 2.4 illustrates some of the
most widely used methods to resolve the interface: the VOF [67], the Level-Set and
the Front-Tracking method [79].
Volume Of Fluid Level Set Front Tracking
Figure 2.4: Illustration of interface tracking methods (adopted from [70]).
Volume-Of-Fluid
In the VOF method a discontinuous ﬂuid marker function is advected with the ﬂow
and is used to identify the volume fraction of ﬂuid present in a computational cell.
The ﬂuid interfaces are reconstructed from volume fractions with various geometri-
cal algorithms in a way that the numerical diﬀusion associated with the advection
schemes for the marker function is minimal [71]. This preserves the zero thickness
of the interface that is assumed in the local instantaneous formulation [78].
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Level-Set
The Level-Set method introduces a continuous level set function from which ﬂuid
properties are calculated. Level-set function is deﬁned as the shortest distance
function from the interface and assumes negative values in the ﬁrst ﬂuid, positive
values in the other ﬂuid and zero value at the interface position. Level-set function is
advected similarly to the marker function of VOF. Numerical diﬀusion is irrelevant
since the zero value is used to identify the position of the interface which remains
sharp but has a ﬁnite thickness. However, with the advection the level-set function
gradually loses the property of being a distance function and must be reinitialized
at each time step to preserve mass conservation [71].
Front-Tracking
In the Front-Tracking method, the interface is tracked explicitly with connected
marker points deﬁned on the interface (the front: lines in 2D, surfaces in 3D) that
are advected like particles and are carried by the ﬂuid ﬂow solved on the underlying
grid of computational cells [71]. To preserve the accuracy, marker points are added
or removed from the front as the interface undergoes changes in topology. Special
modelling is required if break up or coalescence of the interface occurs, which can
be very diﬃcult to implement.
2.4.2 Flow averaging and the two-ﬂuid model
Single ﬂuid approach with an interface tracking method is well suited for modelling
of separated ﬂows where interface structures are large and can be fully resolved.
In dispersed ﬂows (e.g. bubbly ﬂow), where inter-facial structures are very small
compared to sizes of computational cells, or the number of interfaces that must be
resolved is prohibitively large, the concept of ﬂow averaging or ﬁltering is introduced
which forms the basis of the two-ﬂuid model [78]. Flow averaging introduces the ﬂuid
volume fraction variable into the balance equations, which describes the fraction (or
probability) of particular ﬂuid at a given time and space. The averaged equations
include additional terms to describe the interaction between the two ﬂuids on the
scales removed by the averaging process and require additional closure laws.
In contrast with the single ﬂuid approach, two phases coexist at the same time in
each point in space in the two-ﬂuid model. Two sets of conservation equations (with
two velocity ﬁelds, one for each phase) are used to describe a two-ﬂuid system.
Two-ﬂuid modelling approach is best suited for simulating ﬂows where one ﬂuid
(or phase) is dispersed into the other, however, it can also be used for simulation
of separated ﬂows with large interfaces. Since the exact position of the interfaces
between the phases is essentially lost in the averaging process, one of the interface
tracking methods must be implemented within the two-ﬂuid model equations to
identify the interface. Such modelling is used in several computer codes which
implement the so called Euler-Euler multi ﬂuid approach [80, 81, 82].
The ﬂow phenomena that were investigated in the presented thesis can be consid-
ered as separated, i.e. ﬂooding type liquid waves and liquid ﬁlm ﬂow. Nevertheless,
dispersed structures occur in the ﬂow when the liquid wave breaks or where there
is entrainment in either gas core or liquid ﬁlm. Where such interface surfaces disin-
tegrate and disperse, there is a transition from separated to dispersed ﬂow, which
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is an especially diﬃcult task for accurate modelling. In simulations of mixed or
transitional ﬂows, a dispersed ﬂow model is coupled with a separated ﬂow model in
order to take advantage of both formulations. The transition criteria between the
two are introduced, which characterize the type of the ﬂow in the computational
domain.
One of the early attempts was the two-ﬂuid model coupled with volume-of-ﬂuid
interface tracking method [83], which was used to simulate Rayleigh-Taylor and
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability where a dispersed phase can appear in otherwise strat-
iﬁed two-phase ﬂow. In aforementioned model the transition criterion was based on
numerical accuracy of the VOF model.
More recently, the two-ﬂuid model was coupled with the interface sharpening
model [84] based on the conservative level set method [85]. This approach preserves
a constant thickness of the interface during the simulation [84]. Two transition
criteria deﬁne the ﬂow morphology: one is based on the interface curvature and
the other is derived from the inter-facial area density. The coupled model [84]
includes surface tension force based on the continuum surface force approach [86]
implemented within the context of two-ﬂuid model equations.
A quite recent example is the Large Interface Model (LIM) [74] which was vali-
dated on experimental data for pressurized thermal shock (PTS) studies that were
used in the safety analyses of life extension of PWR type nuclear power plants [87].
In PTS cases, the scales of the interfaces between steam and water are usually much
larger than the sizes of computational cells. The LIM is a collection of models
that are implemented in the NEPTUNE_CFD code [81] and include large interface
recognition with inter-facial momentum (drag force), heat and mass transfer. A
three-cell stencil is used around the large interface and calculate the distance from
it on both gas and liquid phase sides. The models are expressed as wall-law like
anisotropic drag force that is diﬀerent in parallel and perpendicular direction to the
interface. Some assumptions used in the model are derived from the observations of
the experimental data for PTS.
Hänsch et al. [73] presented a concept for modelling multi-scale inter-facial struc-
tures based on Eulerian multi-ﬁeld approach. Appropriate inter-facial transfer mod-
els between segregated and dispersed morphologies were investigated and a new
multi-ﬁeld strategy for generalized two-phase ﬂow (GENTOP) was presented. New
model extended the inhomogeneous Multiple Size Group (MUSIG) model by in-
corporating an additional continuous gas phase which represents larger gas ﬂow
structures that can be resolved by the mesh. This also requires a corresponding
mass transfer model between the poly-dispersed and continuous gas phase. The
model enables simulation of transitions between diﬀerent gaseous morphologies.
Wardle and Weller [75] developed a hybrid multiphase method that combines
the Eulerian multi-ﬂuid approach with momentum equation for each phase and
sharp interface capturing between selected phase pairs with Volume of Fluid method.
The model was implemented within the open-source CFD tool-kit OpenFOAM [82]
and was ﬁrstly demonstrated on examples relevant to liquid-liquid extraction device
ﬂows. The model introduces a concept of dynamic switching of interface sharpening
by adding a variable (in space and time) coeﬃcient ﬁeld to the interface compression
term in transport equation. The switching condition was based on the normalized
magnitude of the volume fraction gradient, similarly to the one proposed by Černe
[83]. However, such mechanism has a drawback in that it can be considered a
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"self-fulﬁlling prophecy" - predetermining whether the ﬂow is locally dispersed or
segregated. Subsequently, the model was extended to the investigation of vertical
plunging jet case [88] by adding an additional switching conditions for the variable
interface compression coeﬃcient based on the interface curvature.
Fleau et al. [77] presented a coupled multi-ﬁeld approach implemented in NEP-
TUNE_CFD code for the simulation of adiabatic separated ﬂows. An artiﬁcial
compression step, similar to [72, 85], keeps the interface sharp and ensures mass
conservation. In addition, Fleau et al. [77] proposed a new formulation of the inter-
phase drag force which accounts for the physical properties of the ﬂow. For vali-
dation, simulations of a rising bubble, an oscillating bubble and Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability were performed.
A series of simulations starting with a conventional two-ﬂuid modelling approach
[42, 44] showed that a simpler homogeneous ﬂow model described in Section 4.3, with
a single velocity ﬁeld, can adequately reproduce the formation and development of
liquid waves at the inlet, which can be considered as a separate ﬂow phenomena. In
order to resolve the wave surface properly, interface capturing model with bounded
compression was used. The interface capturing method considers the two phases as
an eﬀective ﬂuid with variable properties. The interface was captured by the phase
indicator function on a ﬁxed computational grid of cells and can be smeared over
one or more cells. Besides, the transport equation for the phase indicator function
was solved with the high-resolution bounded interface compression scheme in order
to avoid the numerical diﬀusion of the interface.
The simulations in the presented thesis were performed using the open source
CFD software OpenFOAM version 3.0.0 with solver interFoam [82], which was
developed speciﬁcally for ﬂows of two incompressible, isothermal and immiscible
ﬂuids with a VOF (Volume-of-Fluid [67]) phase-fraction based interface capturing
approach.
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Mechanistic model of flooding wave
In this chapter, a simple mechanistic model is used to describe the wave motion
in the separated air-liquid ﬂow. This is the simplest way to translate the physics
of ﬂooding waves into the mathematical formulation. A mathematical model of
ﬂooding wave growth and motion is presented, which is based on the force balance
acting on a control volume around the wave. In order to determine the forces on the
wave, the key assumption is the analytical shape of the wave. One of the original
contributions of the present thesis is the new analytical function for the assumed
shape of a critical wave that is based on hyperbolic secant for the assumed shape
of a stationary critical wave. This shape is incorporated into the simpliﬁed existing
model of the wave motion.
3.1 Volume of symmetric stationary (critical) wave
The shape of the wave (shown in Fig. 3.1) with amplitude a and wave length λ is
described with the distance function from the pipe wall
δ(z) = δb + af(z;λ) , (3.1)
where δb is the thickness of the base liquid ﬁlm and f(z;λ) is a dimensionless function
that describes the shape of the wave from z = 0 to z = λ. Assuming a symmetric
wave requires that f(0) = f(λ), and f(λ/2) = 1.
By rotating the area between plane curves c1(z) and c2(z) around z-axis we
obtain a solid of revolution with volume
V = π
z2∫
z1
∣∣c1(z)2 − c2(z)2∣∣ dz , (3.2)
where z1 and z2 represent bottom and top extent of the body, respectively. An
axisymmetric wave in vertical pipe with radius R along z-axis has the volume of a
solid of revolution with c1(z) = R and c2(z) = R − δ(z) from z1 = 0 to z2 = λ, as
shown in Fig. 3.1. Using Eq. (3.2) we obtain the wave volume
V = π
λ∫
0
δ(z) (2R− δ(z)) dz . (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Deﬁnition of the analytical shape of the wave δ(z) in a vertical pipe with
radius R.
To simplify the calculation we can consider only the variable part of the wave shape
by setting c1(z) = R′ = R − δb and c2(z) = R′ − δ′(z), where δ′(z) = δ(z) − δb =
af(z;λ). Analogous to the derivation of Eq. (3.3) we obtain the partial volume of
the variable part of the wave
V ′ = π
λ∫
0
δ′(z) (2R′ − δ′(z)) dz . (3.4)
The total wave volume of the wave is V = V ′ + Vb, where the volume of the base
ﬁlm with δ(z) = δb using Eq. (3.3) is
Vb = πλ(2Rδb − δ2b ). (3.5)
Continuing from Eq. (3.4), the integral can be split in two parts
V ′ = π
λ∫
0
2R′af(z)dz − π
λ∫
0
a2f(z)2dz . (3.6)
Next we introduce the change in integration variable z = λ(z∗ + 1/2) which yields
V ′ = 2πR′aλ
1/2∫
−1/2
f(z∗)dz∗ − πa2λ
1/2∫
−1/2
f(z∗)2dz∗ . (3.7)
To calculate the volume of a wave, we need to know how to evaluate the following
two integrals:
f1 =
1/2∫
−1/2
f(z∗)dz∗ , and f2 =
1/2∫
−1/2
f(z∗)2dz∗ , (3.8)
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given an analytical shape of the wave described by dimensionless function f(z∗). By
rearranging terms in Eq. (3.7) we can see that the volume of a wave is a product of
four contributions – circumference 2πR′, wavelength λ, wave amplitude a and the
dimensionless wave shape (terms with f1 and f2):
V ′ = 2πR′ · λ · a ·
(
f1 − a
2R′
f2
)
. (3.9)
The second term in Eq. (3.9) vanishes at small amplitudes or in pipes with large
diameter, since a/R′ → 0.
3.1.1 Lorentzian wave shape
We deﬁne the analytical shape of the wave based on Lorentzian function (shown
later in Fig. 3.3) as
f(z∗) =
1
1 +
(
λ
γ
z∗
)2 , (3.10)
where γ is a scaling parameter and 2γ represents full width at half maximum
(FWHM) property of the Lorentzian function. Using deﬁnition in Eq. (3.10), we
can calculate the ﬁrst integral from Eq. (3.8) as
f1 =
1/2∫
−1/2
dz∗
1 +
(
λ
γ
z∗
)2 = 2γλ arctan
(
λ
2γ
)
, (3.11)
and the second integral as
f2 =
1/2∫
−1/2
dz∗(
1 +
(
λ
γ
z∗
)2)2 = 24 + (λ/γ)2 + γλ arctan
(
λ
2γ
)
. (3.12)
It is convenient to relate the scaling parameter to the wave amplitude a, since the
wave length and amplitude can be related with ratio λ/a. Among many possible
choices in this case we can set 2γ = a to obtain
f1 =
a
λ
arctan
(
λ
a
)
, f2 =
1
2
(
1 + (λ/a)2
) + a
2λ
arctan
(
λ
a
)
. (3.13)
Wang et al. [56] measured the ratio λ/a in vertical pipe with 19 mm diameter with
diﬀerent ﬂow conditions with gas superﬁcial velocities from 6 to 13 m/s and liquid
superﬁcial velocities from 5.75 · 10−2 to 8.78 · 10−1 m/s, respectively. The measured
ratio was mostly distributed between 4 and 6 without any signiﬁcant relation to
diﬀerent gas and liquid ﬂow rates. Their recommendation is to use the approximate
λ/a ≈ 5, around which the values are distributed. This further simpliﬁes the result
from Eq. (3.13), since arctan(5) ≈ 1.3734 . . . which lies on the interval between 3π/7
and 4π/9, where both limits are about 2% oﬀ.
Using obtained values for integrals f1 and f2, the volume of the variable part of
the wave can ﬁnally be calculated from Eq. (3.9) as
V ′1 = 2πR
′a2
(
arctan(5)− a
4R′
(
arctan(5) +
5
1 + 52
))
, (3.14)
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where we could further approximate arctan(5) ≈ 4π/9 and 5/(1 + 52) ≈ 1/5, ﬁnally
yielding
V ′1 = 2πR
′a2
(
4π
9
−
(
π
9
− 1
20
)
a
R′
)
. (3.15)
3.1.2 Hyperbolic secant
Our second analytical shape of the wave is based on hyperbolic secant function
(shown later in Fig. 3.3) which is deﬁned in terms of hyperbolic cosine function as
f(z∗) = sech
(
πλ
2h
z∗
)
=
1
cosh
(
piλ
2h
z∗
) = 1
cosh
(
piλ
a
z∗
) , (3.16)
where 2h is the scaling parameter of the function, which can again be related to the
wave amplitude as 2h = a conveniently exposing the ratio λ/a, as before. Evaluating
integrals f1 and f2 from Eq. (3.8) with function from Eq. (3.16) we obtain
f1 =
−1/2∫
1/2
dz∗
cosh
(
piλ
a
z∗
) = 4
π
a
λ
arctan
(
tanh
(
πλ
4a
))
, (3.17)
and
f2 =
−1/2∫
1/2
dz∗
cosh2
(
piλ
a
z∗
) = 2
π
a
λ
tanh
(
πλ
2a
)
. (3.18)
For the ratio λ/a in the range from 4 to 6, values of both tanh(πλ/4a) and tanh(πλ/2a)
can be approximated to one with less than 1% error (see Fig. 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Values of hyperbolic tangent in respect to the λ/a of the wave.
This further simpliﬁes the result, since arctan(1) = π/4 which gives
f1 = a/λ , and f2 = 2/π · a/λ = 2/π · f1 . (3.19)
Using Eq. (3.6) and obtained values for integrals f1 and f2 we can ﬁnally calculate
the volume as
V ′2 = 2πR
′ · λ · a
(
a
λ
− a
2
πλR′
)
= 2a2 (πR′ − a) . (3.20)
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3.1.3 Reference shapes
As the ﬁrst reference case for a simple wave shape commonly used in the literature
[40, 56], we consider a symmetric hemispherical shape (shown later in Fig. 3.3) which
is described by piecewise function
f(z∗) =
{√
1− (γz∗)2 ; for |z∗| ≤ γ ,
0 ; otherwise
, (3.21)
where the scaling parameter is deﬁned as γ = λ/a. Evaluating the integrals from
Eq. (3.8) as f1 = πa/2λ and f2 = 4a/3λ we obtain the volume
V ′0 = πR
′a2
(
π − 4a
3R′
)
. (3.22)
The second reference shape is based on the Gaussian shape (shown later in Fig. 3.3)
recently proposed by Wang et al. [56]
f(z∗) = exp
(−18z∗2) (3.23)
with the following volume according to Eq. (3.9)
V ′3 = 2πR
′λa
(
1
3
√
π
2
Erf
(
3/
√
2
)
− a
2R′
1
6
Erf (3)
)
, (3.24)
which can be further simpliﬁed with Erf(3/
√
2) ≈ Erf(3) ≈ 1, ﬁnally yielding
V ′3 = 2πR
′a2
(
5
3
√
π
2
− 5
12
a
R′
)
. (3.25)
3.1.4 Results
Figure 3.3 shows the comparison of proposed Lorentzian and hyperbolic secant
shapes with measurements of Wang et al. [56] together with reference wave shapes.
Plot axes are normalised with wavelength in terms of dimensionless coordinate
z∗ = z/λ and distance from the pipe wall y∗ = (R′ − r)/λ. Based on the mea-
surements from experiment [56], we set the following wave properties: λ = 20mm,
λ/a = 5, and R′ = 8.84mm.
Comparing the shapes directly is not representative, since in cylindrical geometry
points closer to the pipe centre contribute less to the error in calculated wave volume.
To compare the accuracy of analytical shapes in respect to the wave volume, we
need to approximate the reference wave volume V˜ from the points measured in
the experiment. However, we are missing two boundary points at z∗ = −1/2 and
z∗ = 1/2 to be consistent with the chosen wavelenght λ used in the analytical models
(see Fig. 3.3). To simplify, we set these two points to zero.
The integrals from Eq. (3.8) can be calculated numerically using the trapezoidal
rule
f˜1 =
1/2∫
−1/2
f(z∗)dz∗ ≈
N∑
k=1
∆z∗k
2
(fk−1 + fk) , (3.26)
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Figure 3.3: Measured wave shape [56] compared with analytical shapes: hyperbolic secant
– Eq. (3.16), Lorentzian – Eq. (3.10), Gaussian – Eq. (3.23), hemispherical – Eq. (3.21).
f˜2 =
1/2∫
−1/2
f(z∗)2dz∗ ≈
N∑
k=1
∆z∗k
2
(
f 2k−1 + f
2
k
)
, (3.27)
where ∆z∗k = z
∗
k − z∗k−1 and fk are the dimensionless values of the wave shape at
N + 1 points derived from the measured shape δk as fk = (δk − δb)/a.
Following from Eq. (3.9), the ratio between the analytical volume V ′ and the
reference volume V˜ of the wave, that was calculated numerically from the measured
wave shape [56], is
V ′/V˜ = f1/f˜1
(
1− a/2R′ · f2/f1
1− a/2R′ · f˜2/f˜1
)
, (3.28)
since only the shape parts of wave models (represented by f1, f2, f˜1, and f˜2) are
diﬀerent. At the same time we should remember that the total volume of the wave
should include the volume of the base ﬁlm Vb. Table 3.1 shows the calculated
volume ratios. Since the volume of the base ﬁlm can represent a signiﬁcant portion
of the total volume, we also introduce the ratio between the total volumes (Vb +
V ′)/(Vb + V˜ ). At this point we should note that a diﬀerent scaling constant for the
Gaussian shape in Eq. (3.23) might ﬁt the measured wave shape better. However,
we intentionally preserved 18 as the one chosen by Wang et al. [56].
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Table 3.1: Volume ratios calculated to three signiﬁcant digits.
hemispherical Lorentzian hyper. sec. Gaussian
V ′ V ′0 V
′
1 V
′
2 V
′
3
V ′/V˜ 3.24 1.13 0.825 1.72
Vb/V
′ 0.270 0.715 1.00 0.452
(V ′ + Vb)/(V˜ + Vb) 2.11 1.07 0.895 1.44
3.2 A model of ﬂooding wave growth and motion
There are several existing models of ﬂooding wave growth and motion in the litera-
ture [26, 40, 55, 56]. The present model follows from the simple static model of the
levitation of a spherical wave by Da Riva and Del Col [40], based on the balance
between the gravity force and the force due to the pressure changes in the ﬂow. In
addition to the new hyperbolic secant shape presented in the previous section, the
present model adds the wave dynamics by adding transient terms in the balance
equation.
Nevertheless, the purpose of the present model is to demonstrate the new analytic
wave shape in action and to illustrate the basic ﬂow mechanism of liquid waves in
churn ﬂow. In terms of predictive capabilities, there are more accurate models in
the literature, such as the model of Wang et al. [55], which are on the other hand
more complex, and include several empirical correlations to model other forces on
the wave (those, not included in the present model), such as wall shear stress, liquid
entrainment and pressure variations in the liquid ﬁlm.
3.2.1 Wave balance equations
The deﬁnition of the control volume used in the two-dimensional axisymmetric model
is presented in Fig. (3.4). Assuming constant liquid density ρL, the conservation of
mass for a wave with volume V is described with
ρL
dV
dt
= ∆m˙L , (3.29)
where ∆m˙L = m˙inL − m˙outL is the net mass inﬂow into the wave and m˙inL and m˙outL are
the liquid mass ﬂow rates in and out of the control volume.
As long as the full length of the wave is located bellow the top position of the
liquid inlet, we can assume that all liquid injected trough the inlet enters the wave.
For a symmetric wave, the liquid ﬁlm ﬂow from the bottom of the wave is balanced
by the ﬁlm ﬂow on the top of the wave that came from the previous wave, that is
located above the liquid inlet. In contrast to more advanced models [26, 55], both
liquid mass ﬂow rates in and out of the control volume are simpliﬁed as constant,
independent of the wave position in respect to the liquid inlet. Also, any liquid
entrainment in the gas core is omitted.
The conservation of momentum in the present model is simpliﬁed to
ρL
d (UwV )
dt
=
∑
F , (3.30)
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Figure 3.4: Control volume used in the model.
where Uw is the wave velocity, and
∑
F is the resultant sum of forces acting on the
wave.
The distance from the liquid inlet z, that is travelled by the wave along the
vertical axis of the pipe, can be calculated from
dz
dt
= Uw . (3.31)
3.2.2 Forces on the wave
The forces acting on the wave included in most of the existing models [26, 40, 55, 56]
are the gravitational force, forces due to the pressure diﬀerences in the gas and liquid,
interfacial shear force and wall friction force. In the present model, only the two
most important (according to the literature [26, 40, 55]) forces acting on the wave
are considered. The ﬁrst is the gravitational force given as
Fg = (ρL − ρG) gV (t) , (3.32)
where g is the gravitational acceleration. Here, the hyperbolic secant model from
Eq. (3.20) is used for the dynamic wave volume
V (t) = Vb + V
′
2(t) = Vb + 2a(t)
2 (πR′ − a(t)) , (3.33)
where volume of the base liquid ﬁlm is Vb = πLw(2Rδb− δ2b ) and Lw is the length of
the control volume.
The second is the force on the wave due to the pressure variations in the gas core
– namely the pressure diﬀerence ∆p between windward side and crest of the wave,
as shown in Fig. 3.5. This pressure drop can be observed in the results of Jayanti
et al. [21] and Da Riva and Del Col [40] and can be estimated from the Bernoulli
equation as
∆p =
1
2
ρGU
2
G
((
S1
S2
)2
− 1
)
, (3.34)
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The system is valid only on the interval where the wave amplitude does not ﬁll
the pipe (i.e. 0 < a/R′ < 1). The wave grows constantly due to the constant liquid
inﬂow into the wave, that could be adjusted when the wave leaves the inlet region,
similar as in the models of Barbosa Jr. et al. [26] or Wang et al. [55]. However,
since the present model does not include entrainment above the liquid inlet, which
is required to predict the wave maximum amplitude [55], our investigation is focused
primarily on the wave dynamics from formation near the bottom of the liquid inlet
to the wave critical condition (Uw = 0) bellow the inlet, up to its return back to the
inlet.
System of diﬀerential equations was integrated numerically over time using the
procedure NDSolve of Mathematica (ver. 7.0 [89]). Prescribed initial conditions
describe a very small wave that has formed with a zero velocity near the bottom of
the liquid inlet, where the z coordinate origin is placed
a(0) = a0 = 10
−3 mm ,
Uw(0) = 0 ,
z(0) = 0 .
(3.40)
The model is evaluated on the same experimental benchmark case of Wang et al.
[56] that was used to develop the analytical wave shape in Section 3.1.
The experimental case includes the following geometric and physical parameters
of the model: the pipe radius R = 9.5mm, density of water ρL = 997 kg/m3 and air
ρG = 1.189 kg/m3, and the gravitational acceleration g = 9.81m/s.
The parameters, which correspond to diﬀerent ﬂow conditions in the experi-
ment include the gas superﬁcial velocity, and liquid mass ﬂow rate. In the selected
benchmark case, these are UG = 5m/s and m˙L = 16.25 g/s, respectively.
The uncertain parameters of the model include those that determine the ana-
lytical shape of the wave, namely the thickness of the base liquid ﬁlm δb and the
length of a critical wave which determines the size of the control volume Lw. In
the selected benchmark case, the wave shape was measured exactly [56], from which
δb = 0.66mm and Lw = 20mm can be determined very accurately. Both parameters
are very important for the accuracy of the model, since they determine the weight of
the base liquid ﬁlm (through volume Vb), which can represent a signiﬁcant portion
(see Tab. 3.1) of the gravitational force on the control volume.
Numerical solutions of the diﬀerential equations of the model represent the time
evolution of the wave amplitude including the base liquid ﬁlm Aw(t) = δb+a(t), the
wave velocity Uw and wave position z. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the sensitivity of the
modelling results on the uncertain parameters Lw and δb, respectively. Clearly, the
model predicts exactly the measured critical amplitude of the wave (≈ 4.5mm [56]),
given the accurate values for both parameters. Furthermore, the results show that
missing the value for Lw by 50% only aﬀect the critical amplitude for around 10%.
Similarly, the increasing or decreasing the value of δb by 50% aﬀects the critical
amplitude for around 15% and 20%, respectively. Finally, the wave growth rate is
not aﬀected by these two parameters, as is clear from the model equations.
Observing the terms in the wave balance equations (3.29)–(3.31), it is evident
that the critical amplitude of the wave is governed by the sum of forces, namely the
ratio between the gravitational force and pressure force, which can be written in the
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Figure 3.6: Results of the analytical model at diﬀerent critical wave lengths Lw. Measured
critical amplitude in experiment [56] was approximately 4.5mm.
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Figure 3.7: Results of the analytical model at diﬀerent base ﬁlm thickness δb. Measured
critical amplitude in experiment [56] was approximately 4.5mm.
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following form [40]
F∆p
Fg
= U∗G
2 β(a/R′) , (3.41)
where dimensionless gas velocity U∗G (introduced by Wallis [15]), that represents the
square root of the gas Froude number, is deﬁned as [40]
FrG = U
∗
G
2 =
ρGU
2
G
2R∆ρg
. (3.42)
Speciﬁcally, for the present benchmark case with UG = 5.98m/s, the dimensionless
velocity is UG∗ = 0.48. Dimensionless function β(a/R′) represents the change in the
ratio of the upward to the downward force as the wave amplitude changes. Besides
the analytical wave properties, the wave critical amplitude is determined by the gas
velocity, as demonstrated also in Fig. 3.8.
Results in Fig. 3.8 show that the wave critical amplitude decreases with increas-
ing gas velocity, as expected from the model equations and is qualitatively com-
parable with experiments. Nevertheless, direct comparison with measured critical
amplitudes at diﬀerent gas velocities is not possible at this point, since changing gas
velocity would also aﬀect the thickness of the liquid ﬁlm, which is beyond capabilities
of the present model.
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Figure 3.8: Results of the analytical model at diﬀerent gas velocities U∗G. Measured critical
amplitude in experiment [56] was approximately 4.5mm.
Next, the liquid mass ﬂow rate determines the wave growth rate in Eq. (3.29).
Indirectly, this parameter aﬀects the thickness of the base liquid ﬁlm, which can be
calculated using an appropriate ﬁlm ﬂow model or correlation [26, 55, 56]. Given
that the value of δb is constant in the present benchmark case, the mass ﬂow rate
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only determines the time scale of the phenomena, in other words, it does not aﬀect
the critical amplitude of the wave. In fact, such behaviour was observed in the
experiment [29] in vertical pipe with 19mm diameter, where above certain mass
ﬂow rate (' 30 g/s) critical amplitudes were unaﬀected by the liquid mass ﬂow rate
and were only sensitive to the value of the gas superﬁcial velocity. At the same time,
in the 32mm pipe the critical amplitudes were unaﬀected over the whole range of
mass ﬂow rates in the experiment.
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Figure 3.9: Results of the analytical model at diﬀerent net liquid mass ﬂow rates into the
wave ∆m˙L. Measured critical amplitude in experiment [56] was approximately 4.5mm.
Results presented in Fig. 3.9 show that the wave critical amplitude is not aﬀected
by the value of the net mass ﬂow rate into the wave ∆m˙L. Furthermore, results show
that the time scale of the phenomena is greatly aﬀected by the wave growth rate,
which is governed by ∆m˙L in the model. Measured time at which the wave reached
its critical amplitude is unavailable for the benchmark case [56].
Yet, such data is available for a slightly modiﬁed case with U∗G = 0.48 and liquid
mass ﬂow rate of 20 g/s, where the measured time for the wave critical amplitude
was 30ms. Using the mentioned values, the present model gives the critical time
of 28ms, indicating a very good agreement with experiment. The obtained value is
also comparable to the calculated critical time (also 28ms) obtained by the model
of Wang et al. [56], which used the Gauss function for the analytical shape of the
wave and more complex modelling of liquid ﬁlm and forces on the wave (including
wall shear stress force).
In summary, the time scale of the phenomena, in other words, the frequency of
the waves, is clearly aﬀected by how quickly the wave grows to its critical amplitude.
Results of the model also show, that the critical amplitude is primarily determined
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by the value of the gas velocity in the pipe, and to a lesser extent by the liquid mass
ﬂow rate.
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Numerical simulations were the main tool for studying the separated ﬂow of gas (air)
and liquid (water) in the vertical pipe in the presented thesis. Fluid ﬂow is governed
by the basic conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy. To solve these
partial diﬀerential equations, initial and boundary conditions are required together
with constitutive laws that describe the material properties of the ﬂow.
In the presented thesis, the term "two-phase ﬂow" refers to the ﬂow of two
immiscible ﬂuids that are separated by an interface at a level way above the molec-
ular. The two phases are assumed to be incompressible with no mass and heat
transfer between them. The energy equation can thus be excluded. In terms of
theoretical modelling, the interface separates the two-phase ﬂow domain into the
two sub-domains, each occupied by a single ﬂuid phase.
4.1 Governing equations of two-phase ﬂow
The equation of continuity
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 , (4.1)
describes the balance of mass at location x and time t for the ﬂuid with density
ﬁeld ρ(x, t) and velocity ﬁeld u(x, t), when there are no surface or volume sources
of mass in respect to a ﬁxed mass volume [78]. This equation can be simpliﬁed for
incompressible ﬂows to
∇ · u = 0 . (4.2)
The balance of ﬂuid momentum ρu is described by the momentum equation
∂ρu
∂t
+∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p+∇ · τ + ρg , (4.3)
where ∇p is the pressure gradient, τ represents the viscous stress and g is the body
force (volume source). In incompressible Newtonian ﬂuids with dynamic viscosity
µ, the viscous stress tensor is derived from the strain rate tensor S as [90]
τ = 2µS , S =
1
2
(∇u+∇uT) . (4.4)
Equations (4.1) and (4.3) are the fundamental equations for the ﬂuid ﬂow that
are applicable in the domain of each phase up to the interface. Across the interface,
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additional balance equations, known as interface jump conditions, are required, due
to discontinuity of quantities. These equations describe the transfer of mass and
momentum from one phase to the other.
At the interface of ﬂuid 1 and 2, conservation of mass requires that [90]
ρ1 (u1 − us) · n = ρ2 (u2 − us) · n ≡ m˙ , (4.5)
where us is the interface velocity, n the unit vector normal to the interface, and
m˙ the mass ﬂux across the boundary. In the absence of phase change (m˙ = 0),
considered in the present thesis, the velocities are continuous at the interface
u1 = u2 . (4.6)
At an impermeable solid wall, the no-slip condition is prescribed with
u = uwall , (4.7)
where uwall is the wall velocity, usually equal to zero.
Momentum balance across the interface requires that the change in the surface
traction (pi2−pi1) ·n and momentum ﬂuxes m˙(u2−u1) are balanced by the surface
tension force fσ[90]
(pi2 − pi1) · n− m˙ (u2 − u1) = fσ = f tσ + fnσ , (4.8)
which can be decomposed into tangent f tσ and normal f
n
σ parts. At a constant surface
tension coeﬃcient σ, the tangent part f tσ = 0 and the remaining normal part is equal
to [90]
fnσ = σκn , (4.9)
where the local mean curvature of the surface is [90]
κ = ∇ · n . (4.10)
With no mass transfer m˙ = 0, normal and tangential balances can be written as
(pi2 − pi1) · n = −p2 + p1 + n · (τ 2 − τ 1) · n = σκ , (4.11)
n× (τ 2 − τ 1) · n = 0 , (4.12)
and the surface tension force can be simpliﬁed to
fσ = σκn . (4.13)
In practice, it is diﬃcult to solve the described equations by directly resolving
shapes and positions of all interfaces. For this purpose, several more convenient
models were developed and some were mentioned in the review of computational
methods 2.4). The approach used in the present thesis is described in the following
sections.
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4.2 Averaged equations of two-phase ﬂow
A single momentum equation with one velocity ﬁeld was used in performed simu-
lations. Such methodology is usually termed the single-ﬂuid or one-ﬂuid approach,
that is commonly associated with the direct numerical simulations of multiphase
ﬂows [71, 90], which resolves all important inter-phase surfaces. In the present
work, such term is not appropriate for two reasons.
Firstly, not all interfaces can be resolved adequately. After the wave breaks, en-
trained droplets are formed which can be small and dispersed in the ﬂow. Assuming
that the initial formation and upward transport of the wave near the liquid inlet is
not aﬀected by such droplets, the focus of the modelling was on resolving the large
interface of the wave. Secondly, a turbulent ﬂow of gas and liquid was considered.
Turbulence was not directly resolved and its eﬀect on the ﬂow was modelled with
an unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) approach, which implies
time-averaging of the ﬂow. For two-phase ﬂow system, such operation is similar to
the averaging of equations in the two-ﬂuid model.
To obtain the averaged equations in regard to the two-phase ﬂow, two approaches
can be found in the literature. The derivation described in the book by Ishii and
Hibiki [78] is based on averaging over the time. On the other side, in the book
by Prosperetti and Tryggvason [90], equivalent equations are obtained by averaging
over a volume attached to each point in space. Whether both averaging approaches
are strictly equivalent remains a debate, that is out of the scope of the present thesis.
In a two phase system, during a time interval ∆t around time t0
t ∈
[
t0 − ∆t
2
, t0 +
∆t
2
]
, (4.14)
a point in space x0 can be occupied either by phase 1 or 2, or the interface. This
can be expressed in terms of the indicator function of phase k, which is deﬁned as
χk (x0, t) =
{
1 t ∈ [t]k ,
0 t /∈ [t]k .
(4.15)
where [t]k is the time interval occupied by phase k. Assuming singular interfaces,
with zero thickness (δ → 0), which do not occupy x0 for a ﬁnite amount of time,
the local time fraction or the local void fraction of phase k as
αk (x0, t) ≡ lim
δ→0
1
∆t
∫
[∆t]
χk (x0, t) dt =
∆tk
∆t
, (4.16)
with averaging interval
∆t = ∆t1 +∆t2 , (4.17)
where ∆t1 and ∆t2 are the time intervals occupied by phase 1 and 2, respectively.
Similarly, the Eulerian time average of a general function F is deﬁned with the
following operation
F (x0, t0) ≡ lim
δ→0
1
∆t
∫
[∆t]
T
F (x0, t) dt . (4.18)
Similarly, the mean value of a general function of phase k can be deﬁned Fk, so that
in a two-phase system, the following relation holds F = F1 + F2.
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In order to write the averaged equations for the balance of mass and momentum,
the following important averages are needed. The phase average is deﬁned as
Fk ≡ Fk
αk
=
1
∆t
∫
[∆t]
k
Fkdt . (4.19)
In a two-phase system, the following holds F = F1 + F2. If ρ is the local instant
ﬂuid density and ψ is a variable per unit mass, using F = ρψ and Fk = ρkψk, the
mass weighted mean value is deﬁned as
ψ̂ =
ρψ
ρ
, (4.20)
and
ψ̂k =
ρkψk
ρk
=
ρkψk
ρk
. (4.21)
Without phase change, the averaged equation for the balance of mass of ﬂuid k
is
αkρk
∂t
+∇ · (αkρkûk) = 0 . (4.22)
For incompressible ﬂuid ρk ≈ ρk ≈ const., Eq. (4.22) simpliﬁes to
∂αk
∂t
+∇ · (αkûk) = 0 . (4.23)
The averaged equation for the balance of momentum of ﬂuid k is
∂αkρkûk
∂t
+∇ · (αkρkûkûk) =
−∇ (αkpk)+∇ · (αk (τ k + τ Tk ))+ αkρkĝk +Mk . (4.24)
Since the ﬂow under investigation is considered isothermal, no equation for the
balance of thermal energy is needed.
Compared to the original momentum equation (4.3), besides the averaged vari-
ables, two additional terms appear as the consequence of averaging. They are the
turbulent momentum ﬂux τ Tk and the source term from the transfer of momen-
tum between phases Mk. The viscous stress and turbulent momentum ﬂux can be
combined into the eﬀective average stress
τ effk = τ k + τ
T
k . (4.25)
In order to solve the equations, these unknown terms require additional closure
relations. For this reason, a simpliﬁed model that considers the mixture of the two
phases is presented in the following section. In particular, using the single ﬁeld
formulation for an eﬀective ﬂuid mixture avoids specifying the interface momentum
transfer term (also called the inter-phase drag), which is unknown or at least very
uncertain for the churn ﬂow regime, in general.
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4.3 Homogeneous mixture ﬂow model
The equations of the two-ﬂuid model can be simpliﬁed by assuming that the two
phases are moving with the same velocity [90]. This is clearly not true in general,
however, it can serve as a good approximation in certain cases.
For a moment, let’s look at a CFD simulation of two-phase ﬂow, where the
computational domain is divided into several computational cells (for example with
ﬁnite volume method described in Section 4.6). Regarding the formation and upward
transport of a large liquid wave, one could observe, that in most of the computational
domain, only a single phase is present in each of the computational cells at a time.
This is the case when a computational cell is either in the liquid wave or liquid ﬁlm
next to the pipe wall, or in the gas ﬂow in the core of the pipe. In such case, only
the velocity of the phase present in the cell is meaningful.
In the transition region from the liquid wave to the gas ﬂow, there are cells that
include both phases. When such mixed cells indicate the presence of a large interface,
their number should be small. Ideally the thickness of the interface is represented
by the size of a cell in which the volume fraction is between zero and one. However,
the representation of the interface can be smeared over several cells in the normal
direction of the surface, due to numerical artefacts. Since the velocities of both
phases are continuous at the interface in the absence of phase change [78, 90], it is
reasonable to assume that the velocities are the same in the whole computational
cell with the interface. More so, if the cells are small and the change in the velocity
over the cell is negligible.
The process of ﬂow averaging blurs the topology of the interface. Besides a
larger interface, a volume fraction value between zero and one could also represent
entrained droplets or bubbles. From the model perspective, these ﬂow morphologies,
that are smaller than the characteristic mesh size (sub-grid scales), are indistinguish-
able among themselves. The velocities of dispersed and continuous phases are not
the same in general and the validity of homogeneous ﬂow assumption is question-
able. However, the entrainment is not of primary interest in the present work and
correct resolution of dynamics of sub-grid ﬂow structures is not required. No at-
tempt is made to predict the entrainment of droplets after the wave breaks, or any
other interaction between sub-grid sized droplets or bubbles with the large liquid
wave. Also, no signiﬁcant eﬀect of entrainment on the frequency of liquid waves was
found in the literature. Consequently, the homogeneous mixture model is adopted
for entrained droplets and bubbles, with the knowledge of its limited accuracy for
sub-grid scale ﬂow structures.
In the homogeneous mixture approach, conservation equations are written for
the incompressible ﬂow of an eﬀective ﬂuid mixture [78]. These are the continuity
equation
∇ ·U = 0 , (4.26)
the transport equation for the volume fraction of the liquid phase
∂α
∂t
+∇ · (αU) = 0 , (4.27)
and the momentum equation written in the following form
∂ρU
∂t
+∇ · (ρUU) = −∇p∗ − g · x∇ρ+∇ · τ eff +Mσ . (4.28)
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One can observe, that the equations are similar to those for the single ﬂuid for-
mulation in Eqs. (4.1 - 4.3). However, the interpretation of variables and terms is
diﬀerent, since they represent the averaged ﬁelds and properties of the ﬂuid mixture.
The derivation and closure relations for the terms are explained in the remainder of
the section.
To describe the model, several mixture properties and ﬁelds are deﬁned ﬁrst. At
this point, some of the symbols used in Section 4.1 will be recycled (redeﬁned), to
avoid cluttering the equations with excessive use of subscript indices. For example,
the density of the ﬂuid mixture is notated as ρ.
Due to the conservation of volume, the volume fraction of one phase can be
constrained in a two-phase system
α1 + α2 = 1 , (4.29)
and only one transport equation for the volume fraction of the primary ﬂuid needs
to be solved. Thus, a ﬁeld α is used to indicate the volume fraction of the liquid
phase (water), with the volume fraction of gas (air) constrained with
α1 = α ,
α2 = 1− α .
(4.30)
Table 4.1 shows the deﬁnitions of phases and notation used in the present thesis.
Table 4.1: Deﬁnition of ﬂuid phases and notation
k Fluid Phase Vol. fraction Density Viscosity
1 water liquid α1 = α ρ1 µ1
2 air gas α2 = 1− α ρ2 µ2
Properties of the eﬀective ﬂuid mixture are calculated using the averaged prop-
erties of the constituent ﬂuids weighted by the volume fractions [78, 90, 91]
ρ = α1ρ1 + α2ρ2 ,
µ = α1µ1 + α2µ2 . (4.31)
The centre of mass velocity of the mixture is deﬁned as [78, 90]
ρU = α1ρ1û1 + α2ρ2û2 . (4.32)
The relative velocity between the phases is deﬁned as [78]
ur ≡ û2 − û1 . (4.33)
The volumetric ﬂux is deﬁned as [78]
jk ≡ αkûk , (4.34)
and is also known as the superﬁcial velocity. It represents the phase velocity at a
ﬁxed total amount of ﬂow, if the phase were to occupy the entire averaging interval.
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The mixture volumetric ﬂux is the velocity of the centre of the volume and is given
by [78]
j = j1 + j2 = α1û1 + α2û2 . (4.35)
The relative phase velocity with respect to the centre of volume is called the drift
velocity and is deﬁned as [78]
ukj = ûk − j , (4.36)
which can be written in terms of relative velocity [78]
u1j = −α2ur (4.37)
u2j = α1ur . (4.38)
The following relation can be derived from the previous deﬁnitions [78]
j = um + α1α2
ρ1 − ρ2
ρ1 + ρ2
ur . (4.39)
The homogeneous ﬂow model can be viewed as a simpliﬁed drift ﬂux model (de-
scribed in [78] or [90]) in the case when drift velocity equals zero, i.e. the velocities
of both phases are the same, so that the following holds [78]
u1j = u2j= ur = 0 , (4.40)
û1 = û2 = U = j . (4.41)
In summary, the mixture velocity ﬁeld and the mixture volumetric ﬂux are equal in
homogeneous ﬂow
U = j = α1û1 + α2û2 . (4.42)
Since both phases are incompressible ∇ · ûk = 0, the mixed velocity is also incom-
pressible in homogeneous ﬂow ∇ ·U = 0.
Modiﬁed pressure without hydrostatic contribution is used as the dependent
variable
p∗ = p− ρg · x , (4.43)
where g = (0, 0,−g) is the gravitational acceleration downwards along the axis of the
pipe and x = (x, y, z) is the coordinate vector. The mixture pressure p is assumed
to be equal to the pressure of constituent phases [78]
p = p1 = p2 . (4.44)
The reference height was set to the outlet plane at the top of the domain at x =
(0, 0, 0) where p∗ = p. The use of modiﬁed pressure p∗ simpliﬁes the speciﬁcation of
boundary conditions and enables an eﬃcient numerical treatment of steep density
gradients on phase interfaces [92] due to the g · x∇ρ term in momentum equation
(4.28) which is obtained from the gradient of the modiﬁed pressure in Eq. (4.43).
Rearranging the resulting terms, we obtain
−∇p∗ − g · x∇ρ = −∇p+ ρg , (4.45)
where the more familiar pressure gradient and the gravity force appear on the right-
hand side.
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The viscous stress tensor of the homogeneous mixture is deﬁned as
τ = µ
(
∇U + (∇U)T
)
, (4.46)
and is combined together with the mixture turbulent stress τ T into the eﬀective
stress of the homogeneous mixture
τ eff = τ + τ
T . (4.47)
The closure relation for the turbulent stress is obtained by the k − ω SST (Shear-
Stress Transport) turbulence model [93]. This is a two-equation linear eddy viscosity
model obtained with URANS approach and is described in greater detail in the next
Section 4.4. It should be noted, that the k−ω SST model is a semi-empirical model
that was developed for single-phase ﬂows. However, it has been successfully used for
two-phase ﬂow simulations in the literature [69, 94, 95, 96]. Damping of turbulent
diﬀusion at the interface between gas and liquid was not considered in the present
thesis, similarly to the simulation of Höhne [94].
Using the momentum transfer terms Mk from Eq. (4.24), the balance of momen-
tum at the interface can be written as [78]
M1 +M2 = Mσ , (4.48)
whereMσ is the mixture momentum source that remains in the momentum equation
(4.28) due to the surface tension of a curved interface. This surface tension source
is modelled using the continuum surface force model of Brackbill et al. [86]
Mσ = σκ∇α . (4.49)
In the code of interFoam, the surface curvature is calculated as
κ = −∇ · n∗ . (4.50)
The interface unit normal vector n∗ is calculated from the interpolated face-gradient
of the volume fraction (∇α)fc
n∗ =
(∇α)fc
|(∇α)fc|+ δn
, (4.51)
where δn is a small number added for numerical stability and is calculated as
δn =
10−8
V˜
1/3
c
, (4.52)
where V˜c is the average volume of computational cell in the mesh. A constant surface
tension coeﬃcient was prescribed for water at standard atmospheric temperature
and pressure with σ = 0.072N/m.
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4.4 The k-ω SST turbulence model
The URANS modelling approach is used to investigate the transient and turbulent
ﬂow in the present thesis. The equations obtained with URANS averaging of Navier-
Stokes equations for the single phase ﬂow, are similar to the momentum equations
of the homogeneous mixture model, baring the surface tension force term. The k−ω
SST model presented in this section is a semi-empirical model that was developed for
single-phase ﬂows. Da Riva and Del Col [40] used RNG (Re-Normalisation Group)
k − ε single-phase turbulence model in their 2D simulations of liquid waves in ver-
tical churn ﬂow. Similarly, Parsi et al. [69] used RNG k − ε and k − ω SST models
for simulations of complex upward gas-liquid churn ﬂow in vertical pipe, obtaining a
reasonable agreement between measured void fraction proﬁles and their CFD results.
In addition, there are several other examples of two-phase ﬂow simulations of hori-
zontal stratiﬁed ﬂows, where the k−ω SST model was used successfully [94, 95, 96].
Modiﬁcations of the k − ω SST model for free surface ﬂows, such as damping of
turbulent diﬀusion at the interface [76], were not considered in the presented thesis.
One of the key concepts in URANS turbulence model is the decomposition of
the unsteady velocity ﬁeld u into its ﬂuctuating part u′ and average part U, so that
u = U+ u′ . (4.53)
The purpose of time averaging in URANS approach is to average out the high fre-
quency turbulent time scales of the ﬂuctuating component u′ = 0, while preserving
the unsteadiness of the mean motion of the ﬂuid, which is described by the average
velocity ﬁeld U. To illustrate, the URANS averaging used in the simulation of large
liquid waves in the vertical pipe should preserve the bulk motion of the waves, which
periodically appear with a low frequency cycle of several Hz. At the same time, the
high frequency motion of small eddies in the turbulent ﬂow of either gas ﬂowing
around the wave in the pipe, or liquid ﬂowing inside the wave, should be averaged
out and accounted for in the turbulence model. The time scales of the wave cycle
and the turbulent scales should be separated in order for the URANS approach to
succeed.
As follows from the homogeneous mixture model equations, the key turbulence
closure relation that is missing is the turbulent ﬂux of momentum τ T in Eq. (4.47)
τ
T ≡ −ρu′u′ , (4.54)
where the term u′u′ is known as the Reynolds stress tensor.
Modelling the Reynolds stress term is the key focus of (U)RANS turbulent mod-
els and several approaches exist. For the simulation of large liquid waves in the
present thesis, k−ω SST (Shear-Stress Transport) turbulence model is used, which
was developed originally by Menter [93]. The model is classiﬁed as a two-equation
linear eddy viscosity model and combines the advantages of two other common tur-
bulence models, namely the k − ε and the k − ω models. Speciﬁcally, the k − ω is
accurate in the near-wall region, whilst the k− ε performs better in the free-stream
region outside the boundary layer. The model is also appropriate for a mesh with
cells clustered near the pipe wall, since it automatically switches between the wall
resolved and wall function approach depending on the mesh resolution and ﬂow
conditions. There are several diﬀerent versions and implementations of the k − ω
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SST turbulence model. The one presented in this section is the so called SST-2003
version [97] with some modiﬁcations introduced in OpenFOAM.
In linear eddy viscosity models, the Reynolds stress tensor is modelled using the
Boussinesq hypothesis and is calculated as
u′u′ = 2µTS − 2
3
ρkI . (4.55)
Here, the strain rate tensor S and its magnitude S2 are obtained from the gradient
of the velocity
S =
1
2
(
∇U+ (∇U)T
)
, (4.56)
S2 = 2S : S . (4.57)
The turbulent kinetic energy k is deﬁned by velocity ﬂuctuations
k =
1
2
u′ · u′ . (4.58)
The eddy viscosity is calculated from the turbulent kinetic energy k and speciﬁc
dissipation rate ω (which represents the inverse time scale of turbulence ﬂuctuations)
as
µT =
a1ρk
max
(
a1ω, b1F2
√
S2
) , (4.59)
where a1, b1 are modelling parameters, and F2 is a blending function, which is
explained later.
The Two-Equation Eddy Viscosity turbulent models use two transport equations
for turbulent kinetic energy and speciﬁc dissipation rate, respectively. In the k − ω
SST model [93] implemented in OpenFOAM, these equations are of the following
form [97, 98]
∂ (ρk)
∂t
+∇ · (ρUk) = ∇ · ((µ+ σkµT )∇k) + P˜k − β∗ρωk , (4.60)
and
∂ (ρω)
∂t
+∇ · (ρUω) =
∇ · ((µ+ σωµT )∇ω) + ργ
µT
P˜k − βρω2 + 2 (1− F1) ρσω2
ω
(∇k) · (∇ω) . (4.61)
A limiter is used for production term
P˜k = min (Pk, c1β
∗ρωk) ,
Pk = µTS
2 .
(4.62)
Coeﬃcients of the model in Eqs. (4.60) and (4.61) are blended
σk = σk1F1 + σk2 (1− F1) ,
σω = σω1F1 + σω2 (1− F1) ,
β = β1F1 + β2 (1− F1) ,
γ = γ1F1 + γ2 (1− F1) ,
(4.63)
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with the following blending function
F1 = tanh
(
(arg1)
4) ,
arg1 = min
(
10,min
(
max
(√
k
β∗ω
1
d
,
500µ
ρω
1
d2
)
,
4σω2ρk
Dkω
1
d2
))
,
Dkω = max
(
2σω2ρ
ω
(∇k) · (∇ω)
)
,
(4.64)
where d is the distance to the nearest wall [98]. The blending function F1 is designed
to be zero away from the wall, resulting in coeﬃcients of the k−ε model being used,
and one inside the boundary layer next to the wall, where coeﬃcients of the k − ω
model are used [98]. Similarly, the second blending function F2 used to calculate
the eddy viscosity µT in Eq. (4.59) is deﬁned as
F2 = tanh
(
(arg2)
2) ,
arg2 = min
(
100,max
(
2
√
k
β∗ω
1
d
,
500µ
ρω
1
d2
))
,
(4.65)
which is also one in the boundary layer and zero in the free shear region [93].
Table 4.2 lists the coeﬃcients of the model, as they are reported by the imple-
mentation in OpenFOAM 3.0.0 at solver runtime.
Table 4.2: Coeﬃcients of the k − ω SST turbulence model
σk1 0.85 γ1 5/9 β∗ 0.09
σk2 1 γ2 0.44 a1 0.31
σω1 0.5 β1 0.075 b1 1
σω2 0.856 β2 0.0828 c1 10
4.5 Interface capturing with bounded compression
The two common methods to resolve the surface between the two phases are in-
terface tracking and interface capturing. In the interface tracking method,
the inter-phase surface is explicitly resolved, for example with moving boundary-
ﬁtted grid [71]. By deﬁnition, the thickness of the inter-phase surface is zero (sharp
interface) in this case.
In contrast, the interface capturing method considers the two phases as an ef-
fective ﬂuid with variable properties (density, viscosity, . . . ) [99]. The interface is
captured on a (usually) ﬁxed grid of computational cells and does not represent a
sharp boundary, since the transition region can be smeared over one or more cells
[99]. In the Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF) method introduced by Hirt and Nichols [67],
the interface is captured with the phase indicator function.
Due to the steep gradient of the indicator function that represents the phase
boundary, solving the associated transport equation introduces an artiﬁcial diﬀusion
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of the interface. In addition, the phase indicator function has to remain bounded
between zero and one. Two groups of methods are used to tackle the problem [91].
Reconstruction methods deal with the phase transport in two steps – geometric
interface reconstruction and interface propagation. These methods represent the
classic VOF approach, such as donor-acceptor method [67], simple line interface
calculation (SLIC) [100] and piecewise linear interface reconstruction (PLIC) [101].
Geometric reconstruction is diﬃcult in three dimensions and on non-rectangular
grids. Methods that can overcome this limit are computationally demanding [91].
On the other hand, the phase transport equation can be solved directly with
high resolution discretisation schemes developed for this purpose [91]. Among others
these include compressive interface capturing scheme for arbitrary meshes [102] and
high-resolution interface-capturing scheme [103].
The solution method used in the present thesis falls in the later category and
was introduced in the CFD software OpenFOAM [82] by Henry Weller, following
[92]. The method has been applied in interFoam solver and extensively analysed by
Rusche [92], Deshpande et al. [104] and Klostermann et al. [91]. In their work, the
methodology is named as surface compression [91] or bounded compression method
[92].
Let’s consider the two-phase ﬂow domain which consists of a region that is oc-
cupied by the liquid phase R1 and a region occupied by the gas phase R2. For a
point x in the domain, the liquid phase indicator function is deﬁned as a Heaviside
(step) function
χ (x, t) =
{
1 for x ∈ R1 at time t ,
0 for x ∈ R2 at time t .
(4.66)
Assuming that the density of liquid ρ1 and gas ρ2 are constant, the density ﬁeld of
the eﬀective ﬂuid can be written as
ρ(x, t) = ρ1χ (x, t) + ρ2 (1− χ (x, t)) . (4.67)
To avoid analytical problems with discontinuity of χ (x, t), volume fraction is intro-
duced
α (xc, t) =
1
Vc
∫
Vc
χ (x, t) dV =

1 in ﬂuid 1
0 < α < 1 at the interface
0 in ﬂuid 2
(4.68)
with integration over a volume that corresponds to a computational cell Vc [104]
with the centre at xc.
The transport equation for the volume fraction α is
∂α
∂t
+∇ · (αu1) = 0 , (4.69)
where u1 is the unknown velocity of ﬂuid 1. In their original VOF method, Hirt and
Nichols [67] assumed that this velocity is equal to the mixed velocity of the ﬂuid
u1 = U obtained by solving the single momentum equation for the ﬂuid mixture.
Such assumption is valid only if the numerical diﬀusion of the interface is prevented
and α is maintained as a step function [91].
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In the VOF implementation in OpenFOAM, Henry Weller deﬁned the mixed
velocity [91]
U = αu1 + (1− α)u2 , (4.70)
and the relative velocity
Ur = u1 − u2 , (4.71)
which are used to obtain the unknown term
αu1 = αU+ α (1− α)Ur . (4.72)
With (4.72), the transport equation for the volume fraction using the interface com-
pression approach can be written as
∂α
∂t
+∇ · (αU) +∇ · (α (1− α)Ur) = 0 . (4.73)
Due to the product α (1− α), the interface compression term ∇ · (α (1− α)Ur)
is active only near the interface (0 < α < 1). The purpose of this term is to
compensate the diﬀusive ﬂuxes in the numerical scheme. Of course, in single-ﬂuid
formulation, where only one velocityU is considered, the relative velocityUr cannot
be determined directly and has to be modelled. The model in interFoam depends
on the solution procedure which is described in the next Section 4.6.
4.6 Numerical schemes
Equations for conservation laws were solved using the solution implemented in
interFoam, which was developed for ﬂows of two incompressible, isothermal and
immiscible ﬂuids with a VOF phase-fraction based interface capturing approach.
The solver is part of the open source CFD toolbox OpenFOAM version 3.0.0. The
present description of the numerical procedure is based on the analysis of interFoam
by Deshpande et al. [104] and Klostermann et al. [91], which include extended de-
tails on the numerical implementation. In addition, the performance of interFoam
on the simulation of waves is analysed in the recent paper of Larsen et al. [105].
The numerical method of OpenFOAM is based on the ﬁnite volume discretisation
with collocated (cell-centred) variables. At the same time, interpolated values on
the cell faces between parent (P) and neighbour (N) cells (see Fig. 4.1) are required
in the solution procedure. OpenFOAM can work with three-dimensional block-
structured or unstructured meshes consisting of arbitrarily shaped convex cells [91].
In the present work, a block-structured mesh with hexahedral cells was used and is
described in section 5.1.2. Details of the ﬁnite volume discretisation in OpenFOAM
can be found in [106]. A short summary is presented next.
In ﬁnite volume discretisation, each of the terms in partial diﬀerential equations
is formulated by integrating the term over a cell volume V [106]. Next, volume
integrals of spatial derivatives can be written as integrals over cell surface S using
the Gauss’s theorem ∫
V
∇ ⋆ φdV =
∮
S
dS ⋆ φ , (4.74)
where S is the surface area vector, φ represents any tensor ﬁeld and ⋆ represent any
tensor product, i.e. inner, outer and cross, with respective derivatives: divergence
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Figure 4.1: Finite volume discretisation. Cell face f with surface vector Sf is deﬁned
between the owner cell P and neighbour cell N , whose cell centres are connected by the
distance vector d (adopted from [106]).
∇ · φ, gradient ∇φ and rotor ∇× φ [106]. Finally, volume and surface integrals are
linearised using appropriate schemes for each term.
To illustrate, the convection term in the phase fraction transport equation (4.73)
is written in the integral form as [104, 105]∫
V
∇ · (αU) dV =
∮
S
αU · dS ≈
∑
f
Fαf , (4.75)
where summation is performed over the cell faces f . The face volumetric ﬂux F is
deﬁned as [104, 105]
F = Uf · Sf , (4.76)
where Sf is the surface area vector of cell face f .
Variables with subscript (e.g. φf , αf ,. . . ) represent the values at cell face f
obtained with an interpolation scheme. Among others these include [106]:
Central diﬀerencing (CD) also known as the linear scheme, which is second
order accurate but unbounded and is deﬁned as
[φf ]CD = wφP + (1− w)φN , (4.77)
where the interpolation weigh is w ≡ fN/PN , that is calculated from the distance
fN between face f and centre of the owner cell N , and distance PN between centres
of neighbour P and owner cells N (see Fig. 4.1). The linear scheme (CD) was used
for the convection term in the momentum equation (4.28).
Upwind diﬀerencing (UD) scheme is ﬁrst order accurate in space and bounded.
The value at the face is determined from the direction of the ﬂow
[φf ]UD =
{
φP if F ≥ 0
φN if F < 0
(4.78)
Upwind diﬀerencing was used for the convection terms in transport equations of
turbulent quantities k in Eq. (4.60) and ω in in Eq. (4.61).
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Blended diﬀerencing (BD) scheme, known also as the γ-scheme, blends the
central and upwind diﬀerencing
[φf ]BD = (1− γ) [φf ]UD + γ[φf ]CD , (4.79)
with blending coeﬃcient γ(r), also called the ﬂux limiter. The variable r represents
the ratio [105]
r =
d · (∇φ)P
φN − φP . (4.80)
In the present thesis, the blended van Leer scheme with the ﬂux limiter
γ(r) =
r + |r|
1 + |r| (4.81)
is used to resolve the convection term of the phase transport equation (4.73).
The interface compression term in Eq. (4.73) can be written in discrete form as∫
V
∇ · (α (1− α)Ur) dV =
∑
f
αf (1− αf )Fr . (4.82)
In the code of interFoam version 3.0.0, the compressive ﬂux Fr over cell face f is
calculated as
Fr =
(
Cα
|F |
|Sf |
)(
n∗f · Sf
)
, (4.83)
where the interface normal n∗f is projected onto the cell face with vector Sf .
The user-speciﬁed parameter Cα controls the amount of interface compression
and should be in the range of unity [91, 104]. In his thesis, which can be considered
as the origin of the method implemented in interFoam, Rusche [92] used the value
Cα = 1.5. Numerical test performed in the present work show, that the interface
compression is not strictly necessary to resolve the wave phenomena if the mesh res-
olution is good enough to adequately reduce the numerical diﬀusion of the interface.
Consequently, the value of Cα becomes more important with larger computational
cells. Without the use of interface compression, the periodic nature of liquid waves
could not be reproduced on coarse meshes, which are necessary for the parametric
study performed, due to large amount of simulations required. Present numerical
tests on the value of Cα showed no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the calculated wave
frequency (variable of primary interest) between Cα = 1 and Cα = 2. The later was
previously used in simulations of ﬂooding waves with the hybrid two-ﬂuid interface
compression model in ANSYS CFX code [42]. The value Cα = 2 was used for the
majority of results in the present thesis, except where speciﬁcally mentioned.
The time derivatives in the conservation equations were discretised using the
Crank-Nicolson (CN) scheme [107] with blending factor βCN = 0.9, that was used to
add stability and robustness, compared to the pure CN scheme with βCN = 1, and
greater accuracy compared to the ﬁrst order Euler implicit scheme, represented by
βCN = 0. To explain, a transient partial diﬀerential equation (PDE) can be written
in the following integral form [106]
t+∆t∫
t
(
∂
∂t
∫
V
ρφdV +
∫
V
AφdV
)
dt , (4.84)
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where A represents any spatial operator (i.e. Laplacian, divergence, . . . ) on ﬁeld φ.
Let’s write the new values at the current time step as φnew ≡ φ (t+∆t) and the old
values stored from the previous step as φold ≡ φ (t). The ﬁrst term in Eq. (4.84) is
discretised as follows [106]
t+∆t∫
t
(
∂
∂t
∫
V
ρφdV
)
dt = (ρPφPV )
new − (ρPφPV )old (4.85)
Next, let’s designate [A] as the spatial discretisation of operator A, so that∫
V
AφdV = [A]φ . (4.86)
In the blended CN scheme, the linear combination of current and old values are used
to diﬀerence the spatial terms in time
t+∆t∫
t
[A]φdt = [A]
(
βφnew + (1− β)φold)∆t , (4.87)
where β = 1/(1 + βCN), in other words β = 1/2 for pure CN scheme.
The time step ∆t is adapted to maintain either the maximum Courant number
of Comax = 0.5 or the maximum α-Courant number (calculated only in interface
cells) of Comaxα = 0.25. For the later, the interface cells are deﬁned as cells where
0.01 < α < 0.99. In the code of interFoam, the Courant number is calculated from
the sum of face ﬂuxes
∑
f F that belong to the owner cell P with volume VP
Co =
1
2
max
(∑
f F
VP
)
∆t , (4.88)
where the maximum operation is evaluated over all computational cells. The new
time step ∆tnew is determined from the previous one ∆told as
∆tnew = min
(
C∆t∆t
old,∆tmax
)
, (4.89)
where the maximum time step was set to∆tmax = 10−3 s. According to the computer
code, an increase in the time step size is dampened to avoid numerical oscillations
and the coeﬃcient C∆t is determined from both Courant numbers in the following
way
Cmax∆t = min
(
Comax
Co+ ǫ
,
Comaxα
Coα + ǫ
)
,
C∆t = min (min (C
max
∆t , 1 + 0.1C
max
∆t ) , 1.2) ,
(4.90)
where ǫ is a small number [106].
Finally, to maintain the boundedness of 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the Multidimensional Uni-
versal Limiter for Explicit Solution (MULES) algorithm [91, 104] is used in the
numerical process. The continuity and momentum equations were solved using the
PISO (pressure implicit with splitting of operator) coupling algorithm implemented
within the interFoam solver [82, 92].
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Results and discussion
The original contribution of the present thesis is presented in this chapter. Results
are published in ref. [108], where it is shown for the ﬁrst time, that the wave fre-
quency in churn ﬂow does not depend solely on geometric and ﬂow characteristics
(such as for instance, pipe diameter and inlet liquid and gas mass ﬂow rates), but
also very much on the velocity distribution of the liquid inlet ﬂow. For this purpose,
simulations were performed in a three-dimensional tube section using the single-ﬂuid
modelling approach with the interface sharpening that is implemented in interFoam
solver of the open-source toolkit OpenFOAM [82].
First, the obtained results show that the modelling of gas ﬂow and gas-liquid
interaction are not the primary contributors to the error in the prediction of the
liquid wave frequency. In contrast, the calculated wave frequency was found to be
greatly inﬂuenced by the imposed wall normal velocity at the liquid inlet.
The perforated wall liquid inlet section, commonly used in experiments, is mod-
elled in simulations as a simple inlet boundary condition on a short section of a pipe
wall. At a given liquid mass ﬂow rate in the experiment, the magnitude of the wall
normal velocity component is controlled by the inlet area, which is used as a mod-
elling parameter in the present study. The study shows that the calculated wave
frequency is proportional to the imposed wall normal velocity at the liquid inlet.
The velocity proﬁle at the perforated wall liquid inlet section was not measured in
available experiments, hence it presents a major source of uncertainty in simulations.
The parametric study revealed that a suitable value for the magnitude of the wall
normal velocity can be determined over a range of ﬂow conditions, leading to a good
agreement of simulated and measured wave frequencies.
It is demonstrated that the normal component of the liquid inlet velocity has a
decisive inﬂuence on the wave frequency, which thus does not depend solely on the
tube diameter and mass ﬂow rates of gas and liquid.
5.1 Simulation settings
5.1.1 Experimental ﬂow conditions
Simulations are based on the ﬂow conditions taken from the two sets of air-water
churn ﬂow experiments with two diﬀerent tube diameters: D = 32mm by Barbosa
Jr. et al. [26] and D = 19mm by Wang et al. [29]. Three cases with increasing gas
and liquid ﬂow rates were chosen from the experiment withD = 32mm pipe [26] and
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eight cases with increasing gas ﬂow rates but two similar groups of liquid ﬂow rates
were selected from the experiment with D = 19mm [29]. Gas superﬁcial velocities
and liquid mass ﬂow rates used in the simulation are summarized in Tab. 5.1 where
the dimensionless gas velocity is given by
j∗g = jg
√
ρg
gD (ρl − ρg) . (5.1)
Here jg is the gas superﬁcial velocity, g is the gravity acceleration, D is the pipe
diameter and ρg and ρl denote the densities of gas and liquid, respectively.
In the cases taken from the experiment with D = 32mm pipe [26], the pressure
in the experimental loop was p0 = 1.33× 105 Pa (1.33 bar). Atmospheric pressure
was used in the experimental loop with D = 19mm pipe [29]. The properties of gas
phase in the present simulation are set according to the experimental loop pressure
as shown in Tab. 5.2.
Table 5.1: Overview of simulated ﬂow conditions adopted from experiments [26, 29].
Case D m˙l jg j∗g
(mm) (g/s) (m/s)
1 32 27.0 2.80 0.20
2 32.0 3.50 0.25
3 51.0 5.30 0.38
4 19 25.0 5.00 0.40
5 25.8 5.98 0.48
6 25.0 7.00 0.56
7 26.0 7.25 0.58
8 25.3 8.03 0.64
9 19 29.6 5.98 0.48
10 31.9 7.25 0.58
11 31.8 7.94 0.64
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outer surface at x2+ y2 = R2 and the rest of the total length (Ltop+Lbot) is deﬁned
as a no-slip wall boundary surface. The front and side views of the computational
domain with mesh cells are shown in Fig. 5.2 with dimensions given in Tab. 5.3.
Figure 5.2: (a) Cross section and (b) side view of mesh cells near the liquid inlet section.
Dimensions are not to scale.
Table 5.3: Overview of geometry and mesh cell sizes. Maximum hmin and minimum hmax
cell sizes are approximate. Refer to Eq. (5.3) for the max. dimensionless wall distance y+max.
D Ltop/bot H N cells hmin hmax y+max
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
19 50 20 121 072 0.42 0.86 6.3
20 4 838 400 0.16 0.21 12
32 50 6 311 040 0.40 0.85 4.8
12 330 240 0.40 0.85 6.0
18 349 440 0.40 0.85 5.5
24 368 640 0.40 0.85 5.1
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An O-Grid approach was used to mesh the pipe cross sectional geometry with
cells clustered in radial direction near the pipe walls and liquid inlet section. Since
several diﬀerent geometries were utilized, a script [109] with parametrised commands
was used in the OpenFOAM utility blockMesh to automatically build all meshes.
An overview of mesh representative cell sizes calculated from the cell volumes as
hmin/max =
(
V cmin/max
)1/3 (5.2)
is presented in Tab. 5.3, where V cmin/max are the minimal and maximal cell volumes
as reported by OpenFOAM tool checkMesh.
The maximum dimensionless y+max wall distance, shown in Tab. 5.3, is calculated
using the following deﬁnition of the dimensionless wall distance
y+ = d
√
νeff |∇U|/ν , (5.3)
where d is the near wall distance of the cell centres, νeff is the eﬀective viscosity of
the mixture calculated by the turbulence model, ν = µ/ρ is the molecular viscosity
of the mixture and U is the time averaged velocity ﬁeld. Maximum y+ values
reported in Tab. 5.3 are obtained on the upper wall section of the pipe, where water
is present, using the ﬂow conditions m˙l = 25 g/s and jg = 5m/s in 19mm pipe, and
m˙l = 51 g/s and jg = 5.3m/s in 32mm pipe.
5.1.3 Boundary conditions
Mapping was used for the velocity boundary condition at the gas inlet surface with
location (x, y,−L). The mapped velocity ﬁeld was sampled from a cross-sectional
surface at the middle of the lower pipe section with a distance Lbot/2 from the gas
inlet
U (x, y,−L) = U (x, y,−L+ Lbot/2) . (5.4)
To preserve the gas mass ﬂow rate, a constraint was set on the axial component of
the average velocity in the gas inlet plane with value equal to the gas superﬁcial
velocity, i.e. 〈U〉 = (0, 0, jg). Pure gas ﬂow was imposed at the gas inlet with α = 0.
Turbulence characterization ﬁelds k and ω were mapped in a similar manner without
constraints on their averages.
At any rate, the length of the computational domain below the liquid inlet is
much smaller than the full length of the pipe in the experiment. The imposed
boundary condition should encompass the integral eﬀect of the full pipe geometry
on the distribution of the gas velocity in the pipe. Since such data for the velocity
ﬁeld are not available in the considered experiments, the inﬂuence of diﬀerent gas
distributions at the liquid inlet on the ﬂow was explored in greater detail in section
5.5. Namely, our primary interest is the eﬀect of the prescribed distribution of gas
velocity (i.e., gas velocity proﬁle) on the wave frequency.
In the experiments [26, 29], water was introduced into the pipe trough a porous
wall section with several hundreds of holes of approximately 1 mm in diameter.
Such porous wall inlet is modelled as a simple uniform surface on the pipe wall
with a constant liquid mass ﬂow rate into the domain. Similarly to the previous
simulations in the literature [40, 42, 44], only the net water up-ﬂow rate reported in
the experiment is considered for the liquid inlet mass ﬂow rate.
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Above all, the present thesis focuses on studying of the inﬂuence of inlet mod-
elling on the properties of waves, such as frequency. For this purpose, the liquid
inlet model is elaborated further in Section 5.6 together with the results.
The two-phase outlet is modelled as an opening boundary condition with modi-
ﬁed pressure set to p∗ = 0Pa. Note again, that due to the choice of the zero pressure
reference point at z = 0m and the deﬁnition of modiﬁed pressure given by Eq. 4.43,
the modiﬁed pressure without the hydrostatic contribution is equal to the actual
pressure p∗ = p at the outlet surface. The zero gradient boundary condition is
prescribed for the velocity U, the volume fraction α, and the turbulence characteri-
zation ﬁelds k and ω at the outlet boundary. The ﬂow direction is calculated by the
code solver and no signiﬁcant back-ﬂow was observed. A standard no-slip boundary
condition is applied for the velocity at the pipe wall. A constant contact angle of
θ0 = 70
◦ is prescribed at the pipe walls using the value for PMMA (Polymethyl
methacrylate, acrylic plexiglas) material for the vertical pipe section used in the
experiment [26, 29].
5.2 Assumptions and simpliﬁcations
5.2.1 Liquid ﬁlm ﬂow below the inlet
In the experiments [26, 27, 29], after the ﬂooding condition was achieved, the churn
ﬂow regime is initiated above the liquid inlet and a falling liquid ﬁlm regime is
present below the liquid inlet ﬂowing down to the outlet section. Govan et al. [27]
reported, that the two ﬂow regions are essentially decoupled, since there were no
signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the measured pressure drop and liquid hold-up in the churn
ﬂow region regardless of whether the liquid ﬁlm below the liquid inlet was present
or not. Wang et al. [29] and Barbosa Jr. et al. [26] reported the amount of liquid
ﬂowing upwards in the churn ﬂow region above the liquid inlet at a given injected
liquid mass ﬂow rate and upward gas ﬂow rate. Only the upper co-current churn
ﬂow regime is examined in the present simulation.
The liquid entering into an apparent control volume around a wave can be con-
sidered in two parts (see Fig. 5.3). Part of the liquid is ejected below the wave as
a falling liquid ﬁlm. The other part contributes to the wave formation and growth.
Assuming that the two mechanisms are decoupled [27] and can be dealt with sep-
arately, only the upward mass ﬂow rate that contributes to the wave formation
was used as the imposed ﬂow rate at the liquid inlet in the present simulation (see
Tab. 5.1). The presence of the thin liquid ﬁlm ﬂow below the liquid inlet presents
a signiﬁcant numerical challenge and was avoided by prescribing only the upward
mass ﬂow rate reported in the experiments [26, 29] as the boundary condition at the
liquid inlet in the simulation. The approach used in the presented thesis is similar
to the one used by Da Riva and Del Col [40] in their 2D simulations of liquid waves
in vertical pipe with the diameter of 32 mm using VOF model in Fluent.
In the experiments [29], the liquid wave that forms at the liquid inlet is initially
moving downwards due to the force of gravity until it reaches its critical amplitude
and starts to move in the upward direction. Wang et al. [29] presented results, which
show that this wave balance position is non-linearly aﬀected by the imposed gas
ﬂow rate. The balance position was signiﬁcantly below the liquid inlet (several wave
lengths) only at the lowest gas velocity considered in the present work (at 5 m/s,
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5.2.3 Simulation time
Formation and development of ﬂooding type liquid waves in the churn ﬂow regime
is observed during the transient simulations with a total duration of 5 s. Time
averaging of the velocity, pressure and volume fraction ﬂow ﬁelds over the time
period of 4 s is applied after initial 1 s of simulation when a statistically steady-state
ﬂow is assumed (the averaged ﬁelds do not vary signiﬁcantly with time any more).
Here, two issues might be contentious:
1. Is the averaging time in the simulation long enough?
2. Is the observed height of the tube above the liquid injection region long
enough?
Concerning the averaging time, the number of ﬂow-trough times for the gas phase
traversing the computational domain of length L in the simulation time T is given
by
Nftg =
T
L
jg .
The ﬂow-through number is around Nftg = 20 for the initial simulation phase (1 s)
at the lowest gas superﬁcial velocity (jg = 2.8m/s). In this case, approximately 10
liquid waves are formed in the initial phase and additional 40 waves are observed
in the averaging phase. In total, the duration of the simulation represents at least
100 ﬂow-through times of the gas phase and at least 50 liquid waves. Numbers are
proportionally higher for higher gas superﬁcial velocities and liquid mass ﬂow rates.
The simulation time is based on the measurement duration in the experiment of
Barbosa Jr. et al. [26], which was 5.498 s for the case with jg = 2.8 g and m˙l = 27 g/s
and where 54 waves were observed.
The height of the observed tube region above the liquid inlet region is at least
three times the wave length of simulated waves in all cases. Besides, a change
of the wave frequency along the tube was never mentioned in any description of
experimental results. Thus, it is safe to assume, that the wave frequency in the
simulated region would not change, even if a larger region would be considered.
5.2.4 Mesh density
As in the simulation of Da Riva and Del Col [40], the mesh density used in the
simulation does not enable an accurate resolution of entrained droplets after the
wave breaks. However, the formation of a liquid wave at the inlet is not aﬀected by
such droplets and can be considered as a large inter-phase surface phenomenon.
Short computational times are desired due to large amount of simulations re-
quired for the parametric study of the inﬂuence of diﬀerent inlet heights H. For the
purpose of wave frequency calculation, the mesh sensitivity analysis [41, 43] shows
that even a low density mesh can adequately reproduce the frequency measured in
the experiments. Table 5.4 shows the calculated wave frequency for two meshes with
an order of magnitude diﬀerent number of cells. The diﬀerence in the calculated
wave frequencies between the smallest and the largest mesh is between 7% and 14%.
Figure 5.4 shows the mesh sensitivity study performed on several additional
medium sized meshes for two diﬀerent liquid inlet geometries. Grid convergence
was conﬁrmed with the grid convergence index (GCI) method [112, 113], which is
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also used to extrapolate values for the wave frequency at a hypothetical mesh with
very small cells, i.e. h ≈ 0.
At this point, the coarsest mesh is assumed to be adequate for the parametric
study of the inﬂuence of the liquid inlet boundary condition on the calculated wave
frequency.
Table 5.4: Mesh sensitivity of the calculated wave frequency in the case: D = 19mm,
jg = 5m/s and m˙l = 25 g/s. The last column shows the relative diﬀerence from the
measured value of 8.79Hz reported by Wang et al. [45].
H Number Calc. Diﬀ.
mm of cells f [Hz]
20 121,072 13.04 48%
4,838,400 13.85 58%
30 131,600 10.50 19%
4,211,200 11.80 34%
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Figure 5.4: Mesh sensitivity of the calculated wave frequency f at two liquid inlet ge-
ometries. Vertical axis shows the relative diﬀerence in respect to the frequency fcoarse
calculated on the coarse mesh with cell size hcoarse. Dashed lines show extrapolated values
obtained with grid convergence index (GCI) method [112, 113].
5.3 Visualisations of the simulated ﬂow
Visualisations of the simulated ﬂooding type waves at various ﬂow conditions have
been presented extensively in various publications [40, 42, 44, 114]. As an illus-
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tration, snapshots of a wave during simulation of the case 4 from Tab. 5.1 with
jg = 5m/s and m˙l = 25 g/s in D = 19mm pipe, H = 20mm inlet height, and using
the mesh with 4 million cells (see Tab. 5.3), are shown in Fig. 5.5.
(a) Critical amplitude (b) Upward migration
(c) Maximum amplitude (d) Disintegration
Figure 5.5: Calculated liquid wave near the liquid inlet when the wave reached its critical
amplitude (a) which is deﬁned as the amplitude at which the wave starts to move upwards
(b) and slightly later when the wave is reaching its maximum amplitude (c) and subse-
quently disintegrates (d). Solid red and dashed blue vertical lines indicate the critical and
maximum amplitude measured in the experiment [29].
The simulated phenomena display the typical features of the churn ﬂow, as de-
scribed in the literature [26, 28, 29]. An example of the velocity vector ﬁeld and
contour plot of its axial component (uz) in the liquid phase (deﬁned as a region
where α > 0.5) is shown in Fig. 5.6a. The depiction shows a detail with character-
istic ﬂow reversal position in the liquid ﬁlm and the mixing zone between down and
up ﬂow in front of the liquid wave. As noted by Hewitt et al. [28], the liquid ﬁlm
trailing behind the wave is initially following in the upward direction, albeit with
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5.4 Wave frequency
In the experiments [26, 28, 29], the frequency of waves was calculated from the
number of observed waves N over the time period ∆t
f =
N − 1
∆t
. (5.5)
With large number of simulations, it is highly impractical to analyse the visualisa-
tions of transient liquid volume fraction ﬁeld α. A diﬀerent method to determine
the number of waves is proposed in the present thesis.
The presence of liquid wave with local maximum amplitude impedes the ﬂow
of gas and causes an extremum in the pressure drop and centreline gas velocity in
the pipe. Due to the periodic nature of the phenomena, a sequence of peaks is
obtained in the recorded signal, which enables an indirect observation of the wave
cycle. Pressure and velocity were recorded at each time step at three locations along
the pipe axis: at the outlet on the top of the pipe, in the middle of the pipe and at
the gas inlet at the pipe bottom. Another oscillating quantity is the total amount
of liquid in the pipe. Due to the constant inﬂow, the fraction of liquid in the pipe
is increasing linearly, until a liquid wave exits the domain at the top of the pipe, at
which point the liquid fraction suddenly drops. During the simulation, the solver
reports the volume fraction of liquid in the whole pipe at each time step.
An example of oscillations in the recorded signal for pressure, velocity and liquid
volume fraction is shown in Fig. 5.7. Here the values for pressure and axial velocity
(Uz) at the centre of the pipe are normalized with p∗/∆ρgL and Uz/jg, respectively.
The example shown is the result obtained for the 19mm pipe with L = 85mm and
for the case with jg = 5m/s, m˙l = 25 g/s and ∆ρ = ρl − ρg.
A sequence of several tens of peaks was recorded in order to improve the statisti-
cal signiﬁcance of the calculated wave frequency. Figure 5.8 shows an example of a
longer sequence (4 s) of peaks in the pressure at the gas inlet. The number of liquid
waves N was determined from the number of large (order of magnitude) peaks in
the calculated pressure signal (as shown in Fig. 5.8). Duration from the ﬁrst to the
last observed peak is used as the time period ∆t in Eq. (5.5). The number of peaks
is counted using an automated algorithm described next.
Beforehand, an explanation is required on why the power spectral density (PSD)
analysis of wave frequencies applying a standard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) has
not been used. There are several reasons.
The obtained pressure signal shown in Fig. 5.8 is not sampled uniformly, since
an adaptive time step is used in the simulation. Performing spectral analysis on
unevenly sampled data is not trivial and requires some additional work on the input
data.
Simultaneously, the amount of data to analyse is relatively large, since a typical
sequence contains several hundred thousand of time steps and hundreds of sequences
need to be analysed in the parametric study. It is therefore highly desirable that the
algorithm goes trough the input data only once, or in other words, the complexity
of the solution grows linearly with the problem size. The computational complexity
of standard FFT is in order of O (n log n) for a signal with n samples.
Besides, as shown in previous simulations [42, 44], the spectra of the recorded
periodic signal consists of multiple spectral peaks. The pressure and velocity signals
resemble a pulse wave (or pulse train), and the volume fraction oscillations are
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Figure 5.7: Example of pressure, velocity and liquid volume fraction oscillations in the
pipe. Each peak in the sequence represents the presence of a large liquid wave.
reminiscent of a sawtooth wave. In the spectra of such periodic signals, one would
expect the largest amplitude at the frequency of the fundamental mode f0, and
other peaks following the harmonic series f1 = 2f0, f2 = 3f0, etc. with decreasing
amplitudes. Assuming that either the fundamental frequency or one of the higher
harmonics correspond to the wave cycle, one needs to perform another analysis of
the calculated spectra to detect these peaks. Automating this task is essentially the
same as detecting (and counting) the peaks in the original periodic signal. Therefore,
performing an intermediate FFT on the signal is redundant.
Finally, there are several examples in the literature, mostly in association with
experimental observations of waves [52, 53], where the wave frequency was calcu-
lated by indirect measurement and automatic processing of data. Typically, the
measurements of local liquid ﬁlm thickness are performed with a probe on the pipe
wall, which are then analysed to determine the frequency of ﬂow structures, such as
waves or slugs.
Zhao et al. [53] studied the development of disturbance waves in upward annular
ﬂow of gas and liquid in a vertical pipe. Considering the wave frequency, the mea-
sured signal of the liquid ﬁlm thickness was analysed using the two methods: the
power spectral density (PSD) and large amplitude wave counting. Zhao et al. [53]
pointed out that calculating the frequency from the peaks in the PSD plots might
not be the most reliable method. Their other method of wave counting deﬁned large
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Figure 5.8: Example of the calculated pressure in the pipe centre at the gas inlet. Each peak
in the sequence represents a liquid wave with local maximum amplitude. The frequency of
waves is calculated from the number of peaks.
waves as those of having amplitudes at least 1.6 times larger than the mean ﬁlm
thickness. They reported that the frequencies obtained using the two methods may
diﬀer even by a factor of 5.
Figure 5.9: Flow structures and parameters used to calculate their frequency, as deﬁned
by Waltrich et al. [52].
Hazuku et al. [47] developed a method to calculate the number of large liquid
structures in vertical annular ﬂow. In their method, they determine the fraction of
the measured ﬁlm thickness signal that corresponds to the high content of liquid
(large ﬂow structures). Large liquid ﬂow structures are deﬁned as the part of the
signal, where the peak liquid thickness is higher than the so-called upper layer of
the ﬂow structures, and at the same time both ends of the peak are lower than the
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average liquid ﬁlm thickness (see Fig. 5.9). The Hazuku et al. [47] method for the
annular ﬂow was extended to measurements in churn and slug ﬂow by Waltrich et al.
[52].
The algorithm developed to count the waves in the present thesis follows similar
principles, although there are some notable diﬀerences. Recording the local ﬁlm
thickness in the simulation can be a relatively convoluted process. First, the contour
of the surface has to be determined at a given volume fraction, usually at α = 0.5.
Then, the distance from the contour surface to the wall at a given position has to
be calculated. Due to computer disk space limitations, it is not feasible to record
the full data of the volume fraction ﬁeld at each time step in order to calculate
the contour in post-processing and then discard most of the saved data, since only
several probe positions on the pipe wall are needed to obtain the ﬁlm thickness. For
this reason, the ﬁlm thickness should be calculated during the simulation run, even
though this might slow down the computation.
In the simulation, the pressure (or velocity) ﬁeld can be easily probed during
the run, for example in the centre of the pipe at the gas inlet. Assuming that the
pressure and velocity oscillations in the pipe are connected with variations in the
thickness of the liquid ﬁlm in the pipe, for example due to a large liquid wave,
the obtained probe signals (see Fig. 5.8) can be used instead of the ﬁlm thickness
measurements, in order to calculate the wave frequency. Yet, there is a drawback,
since the criteria to detect the ﬂow structures in the ﬁlm thickness signal established
in the experiments [47, 52, 53] cannot be directly applied.
5.4.1 Automated counting of liquid waves
Large peaks in the pressure signal corresponding to the liquid waves are detected
with an algorithm which includes the following steps:
1. Go through the input signal until its value is above a given threshold.
2. Record the (local) maximum value and its corresponding time value pair as a
new found peak until the signal falls below the threshold.
3. If the new recorded peak is at least τp of time units apart from the previously
saved peak, append it to the list of recorded peaks.
4. Repeat from 1 until the end of signal.
5. Return the list of recorded peaks.
Details of the algorithm are given in Appendix A.1. The algorithm returns a list of
the recorded peaks in the signal, from which the number of peaksN and the duration
∆t can be obtained. The list of peaks is also used to observe the convergence (to
a preferred accuracy) of the calculated wave frequency with the number of counted
waves.
The process of detecting waves from the pressure signal and calculating their
frequency is presented schematically in Fig. 5.10. The top graph shows the pressure
signal where large peaks correspond to a partially ﬁlled pipe, as shown with a small
cross section of the liquid volume fraction ﬁeld α. The dips between the peaks
correspond to an almost empty pipe.
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Figure 5.10: An example where the algorithm detects local peaks above threshold value
of pth = 1000Pa and rejects peaks that are less than τp = 0.01 s apart. The number of
detected peaks N is then used to calculate the wave frequency.
The top graph in Fig. 5.10 also shows the two characteristic parameters of the
algorithm A.1: the threshold value pth = 1000Pa and the time duration τp = 0.01 s,
when any peaks found in the signal are rejected after a new peak was recorded
previously. The two parameters were tuned manually for each particular simulated
case, since the pressure can vary with the pipe diameter and the mass ﬂow rate.
In general, the threshold value should be set above the expected mean value of
the signal, but can also be set higher as long as at least several signal data points (for
each local peak) are above the value. The second parameter τp is used to ignore the
spurious (double) extrema in the vicinity of a local peak when the signal oscillates
(very fast) above and below the threshold value (if the later was set too high, for
example). In general, τp should be set an order of magnitude lower than the expected
time between the waves (1/f). Setting a too large τp will ignore the real waves in
the signal.
In some ﬂow conditions, where it was not possible to determine the number of
peaks in the pressure signal, the centreline axial velocity signal was used instead.
The calculated frequency is the same, as shown in Fig. 5.7. If both signals were
unclear and the number of peaks could not be determined, the simulation results
were not analysed.
5.5 Imposed gas velocity proﬁle
Our initial attempts [41] to model the ﬂooding waves with multiphase computational
ﬂuid dynamics approach showed a systematic over-prediction of wave frequencies
compared to the values from the experiments available in the open literature [29].
One of the reasons could be the modelling of the gas ﬂow, i.e. the distribution of
the gas velocity in the pipe.
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A short section of the vertical pipe around the liquid inlet was simulated repre-
senting a typical experimental section, where large waves of liquid are formed and
travel downstream. However, the data from the experiment provide only the infor-
mation on the bulk mass ﬂow rate of gas and liquid, missing the detailed distribution
of the velocity ﬁeld, which is necessary to determine the boundary conditions in the
simulation.
In order to quantify the eﬀect of gas ﬂow modelling on the dynamics of the waves,
a sensitivity study was performed using diﬀerent imposed gas velocity distributions
at the inlet, ranging from a ﬂat uniform proﬁle, turbulent logarithmic proﬁle, up
to the parabolic velocity proﬁle of the laminar ﬂow. To preserve the prescribed gas
velocity distribution imposed at the gas inlet boundary condition, the lower section
of the pipe geometry was intentionally shortened. The length of the lower section
was Lbot = 15mm and the total length of the shorter pipe domain was L = 85mm.
The length of the upper section with Ltop = 50mm and the liquid inlet section
H = 20mm remained unchanged.
In this section, 〈φ〉 denotes axisymmetric values obtained by chordal average of
the ﬁeld φ along the azimuthal direction ϑ
〈φ〉(r, z) = 1
2π
2pi∫
0
φ(r, z, ϑ)dϑ , (5.6)
and φ denotes time averaging
φ =
1
T
T∫
0
φdt . (5.7)
Radial proﬁle 〈φ〉(y) is the spatial (along ϑ dir.) and time averaged ﬁeld φ at
constant z plotted along the wall distance y = R− r. Axial proﬁle φ(z) is the time
averaged ﬁeld in the centre of the pipe (r = 0) plotted along the axial coordinate z.
Three types of boundary velocity distributions for the gas ﬂow were examined:
• uniform: The velocity proﬁle given by U z(r) = jg represents the model for
velocity proﬁle calculated by a hypothetical turbulence model that predicts
zero width boundary layer in the pipe.
• parabolic: The velocity proﬁle describes Hagen-Poiseuille ﬂow in pipe with
radius R given by
U z(r) = 2jg
(
1− r
2
R2
)
, (5.8)
that represents a laminar velocity proﬁle over the pipe cross-section.
• mapped: The velocity proﬁle is calculated by the k − ω SST turbulence
model. In this calculation, the lower section of the pipe was extended back
to 50mm (the bottom of the pipe was at z = −120mm) in order to use
the mapped boundary condition at the gas inlet. The mapped velocity ﬁeld
was sampled from a cross sectional surface at the middle of the lower section
(zm = −95mm). To preserve the mass ﬂow rate of gas, a constraint was set
on the axial component of the average velocity with the value equal to the gas
superﬁcial velocity, i.e. 〈U z〉 = jg.
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All three types of velocity proﬁles at z = −85mm in the pipe are shown in Fig. 5.11.
Figure 5.12 shows the gas velocity proﬁles 5mm before the liquid inlet, just as
the gas ﬂow is about to interact with the liquid wave. The bottom section of the
domain is short and preserves the shape of parabolic and uniform velocity proﬁles
imposed at the boundary (see Fig. 5.11). Nevertheless, the uniform proﬁle developed
a boundary layer near the wall, similar to the mapped proﬁle. The velocity proﬁle
calculated on coarse mesh using the mapped boundary condition shown in Fig. 5.12
is very similar to the uniform proﬁle.
Eﬀects of modelling the turbulence in the gas ﬂow were approximated with the
three diﬀerent velocity proﬁle types imposed at the inlet. Proﬁles were chosen
to represent typical (logarithmic) proﬁles predicted by a turbulent model and two
extreme deviations from it. Speciﬁc sensitivity study on the turbulence modelling,
i.e. by using diﬀerent turbulent models, has not been performed.
5.5.1 Calculated wave frequencies
Results for the calculated wave frequencies are summarized in Tab. 5.5. As shown
in Tab. 5.5, all calculated values over-predict the wave frequency by at least 48%
up to 64%, compared to the measured values [29]. The gas proﬁle imposed at the
gas inlet boundary has a negligible eﬀect on the calculated frequency of the wave.
Therefore, there must be other more signiﬁcant contributions to the discrepancy.
Table 5.5: Calculated wave frequencies with diﬀerent velocity proﬁles at the gas inlet and
two diﬀerent mesh sizes. The rightmost column shows the relative diﬀerence from the value
measured in the experiment [29] for the case with jg = 5m/s and m˙l ≈ 25 g/s.
Mesh N cells Lbot Proﬁle Calc. Freq. Meas. [29]
[mm] [Hz] (8.79Hz)
M0a 88,770 15 uniform 14.42 64%
M0a 88,770 15 parabolic 13.86 58%
M0a 121,072 50 mapped 13.04 48%
M2c 4,838,400 50 mapped 13.85 58%
Furthermore, four cases with diﬀerent superﬁcial gas velocities jg = 5, 6, 7.25,
and 8m/s were examined with the values taken from the experiments of Wang et al.
[29, 45] for comparison. As can be seen in Fig. 5.13, the imposed proﬁle has minimal
eﬀect at lower gas velocities (5 and 6m/s). At higher velocities (7.25 and 8m/s),
larger deviation appears in results using parabolic proﬁle from the other two. This
can be attributed to rather non-physical nature of the imposed parabolic proﬁle
(laminar) at higher Reynolds numbers. Results using uniform and mapped proﬁle
are comparable over the entire range of examined gas velocities. Any errors in mod-
elling of the gas ﬂow before the test section, that is our computational domain, would
therefore have a minimal eﬀect on the calculated frequencies. However, there is still
a rather large over-prediction of wave frequencies compared to the data measured
in the experiments of Wang et al. [29, 45].
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Figure 5.13: Calculated liquid wave frequencies using diﬀerent gas velocity proﬁles imposed
at the inlet using the same superﬁcial gas velocities jg and liquid mass ﬂow rates m˙l. Values
measured by [29, 45] at m˙l ≈ 25 g/s are shown with black solid symbols.
5.5.2 Calculated pressure, velocity and volume fraction pro-
ﬁles
Calculated axial proﬁle of mean pressure and mean centreline velocity are presented
in Fig. 5.14 and 5.15, respectively. Diﬀerent proﬁles imposed at the gas inlet predict a
diﬀerent pressure (at z = −85mm) and represent a model for the eﬀects of diﬀerent
modelling of turbulence in the pure gas ﬂow. After the gas ﬂow interacts with
liquid near the liquid inlet, the pressure axial proﬁles are very similar. A signiﬁcant
diﬀerence is obtained only with a higher mesh density, which apparently resolves
more of gas-liquid interactions via the interface capturing. Results on the coarse
mesh M0a show, that diﬀerent modelling of the gas ﬂow before its interaction with
the liquid, has a minor eﬀect on the pressure proﬁle in the pipe after the liquid inlet.
In all simulations, the waves grow to their maximum amplitude near the liquid
inlet. This reduction in the ﬂow area for the gas is evident from the pressure drop
shown in Fig. 5.14 and from the centreline velocity maximum shown in Fig. 5.15.
The ordering of centreline velocities, from the minimum with uniform (U z/jg = 1)
to the maximum of the parabolic proﬁle (U z/jg = 2), is preserved almost up to
the maximal value. Beyond the maximum, the centreline velocity predicted by the
mapped proﬁle remains below the uniform proﬁle, which is not expected.
The radial proﬁles of axial velocity and liquid volume fraction approximately
at the maximum of the centreline velocity (z = −55mm), where waves have the
largest amplitude, are presented in Fig. 5.16 and 5.17, respectively. In the region
next to the pipe wall where liquid waves are present (y/R < 0.6), the velocity proﬁles
predicted by diﬀerent boundary conditions for the gas ﬂow are very similar. Larger
diﬀerences in the calculated proﬁles appear with decreasing of the liquid volume
fraction of liquid towards the core of the pipe where there is almost purely gas ﬂow.
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This could explain why diﬀerent velocity proﬁles imposed at the gas inlet have a
small impact on the wave frequencies, as shown before. It seems that the resolved
gas-liquid interactions are very similar for all simulated cases.
The radial proﬁle of the liquid volume fraction in Fig. 5.17 shows three distinct
regions: the monotonically decreasing region with wavy liquid ﬁlm (y/R < 0.2), the
region with inﬂection point (0.2 < y/R < 0.6) caused by the entrainment of air in
waves as they topple, and the pipe core region (y/R > 0.6) with a cut-oﬀ of liquid
volume fraction towards zero. The result for the mapped proﬁle on the coarsest
mesh M0a is an exception with non-zero (but still very small) entrainment of liquid
to the pipe centre.
Note that due to time averaging, liquid waves and entrainment of droplets can-
not be distinguished in the radial proﬁle of volume fraction. We assume that over
long averaging time (4 s in the present case) sporadic liquid droplets would produce
a much lower volume fraction than periodic liquid waves with almost constant fre-
quency. The vertical dotted line in Fig.5.17 shows the maximum wave amplitude
reported in the experiments [29] at the normalised wall distance of approximately
y/R = 0.6.
The average maximum amplitude of waves in the simulation can be estimated
from the radial proﬁle of average liquid volume fraction as follows. Let Pα(y) rep-
resent the cumulative fraction of liquid contained up to the distance y/R from the
wall on a particular curve at z = −55mm shown in Fig. 5.17 that is deﬁned as
Pα(y) =
y∫
0
〈α〉dy
R∫
0
〈α〉dy
. (5.9)
Next, a rather subjective choice for Pα is required to calculate the distance from
the wall y/R which contains Pα of liquid given by radial proﬁle in Fig.5.17 and
would represent a measure for the maximum wave amplitude. Calculated values for
Pα = 90%, 99%, 99.9% are presented in Tab. 5.6. A very good agreement with the
value measured in the experiment (≈ 0.59) is obtained with Pα = 99%. There are
small but noticeable diﬀerences in values for y/R calculated when using diﬀerent
proﬁles of gas velocity, indicating there are minor diﬀerences between the simulated
cases in the distribution of liquid in the pipe. These, however, don’t have a signiﬁcant
impact on the wave frequency.
In order to calculate the wave maximum amplitude, tracking the evolution of
individual waves via the (again subjective) selected contour of the volume fraction
would be a better choice, but it is computationally too expensive and therefore it
was not performed.
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Figure 5.14: Axial proﬁle of mean pressure without hydrostatic contribution p∗ = p−ρg ·x.
See Tab. 5.5 for the deﬁnition of coarse (M0a) and ﬁne (M2c) mesh.
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Figure 5.15: Axial proﬁle of the axial component of mean velocity U z normalised by gas
superﬁcial velocity jg. See Tab. 5.5 for the deﬁnition of coarse (M0a) and ﬁne (M2c) mesh.
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z = −55mm. See Tab. 5.5 for the deﬁnition of coarse (M0a) and ﬁne (M2c) mesh.
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of a single hole in the pipe wall. The number of mesh cells required to perform an
accurate simulation could be prohibitively large. Secondly, it is diﬃcult to construct
a mesh for the hundreds of perforations of a cylindrical pipe section using fully
hexahedral cells with good quality (orthogonality, skewness, aspect ratio, etc . . . ),
which are desirable in terms of numerical accuracy.
The porous wall was modelled as a simple inlet ﬂow surface in the present simu-
lation. In other words, multiple entry holes with diﬀerent radial injection velocities
are represented in the model by a single uniform wall normal velocity, with the
eﬀects of the individual holes averaged over the total surface of the inlet.
The inlet height H was chosen to model the eﬀective surface area of the liquid
inlet
A = πDH , (5.10)
which, at a given liquid mass ﬂow rate m˙l (from the experiment), determines the
magnitude of the wall normal velocity component imposed at the liquid inlet
un =
m˙l
ρlA
. (5.11)
This value of normal velocity component at the liquid inlet is not known or measured
in the available experiments [26, 29] and, as shown in this Section, presents a major
source of uncertainty in simulations.
5.6.1 Wall normal velocity at the liquid inlet
First, results of simulations, performed in the tubes of 19 mm and 32 mm diameters
mentioned earlier, but in which the normal velocity component at the liquid inlet
was varied regardless of the liquid mass ﬂow rates in experiments, are shown. The
purpose of these simulations is to ﬁnd out the dependency of the wave frequency on
the wall normal velocity at the liquid inlet.
The wall normal velocity component un = m˙l/(ρlA) at the liquid inlet can be
modiﬁed in two ways: by changing the nominal mass ﬂow rate m˙l or by varying the
inlet area A using diﬀerent heights H. At a constant gas ﬂow rate, the use of both
methods causes a similar eﬀect on the wave frequency, as shown in Fig. 5.19 for the
pipe with diameter of 19mm and superﬁcial gas velocity jg = 5m/s.
The calculated frequencies of liquid waves are approximately proportional to the
value of the wall normal velocity component un at the liquid inlet. Furthermore,
the liquid mass ﬂow rate is changed for three diﬀerent inlet heights and the wave
frequencies always fall on the same line, in Fig. 5.19 represented by a dashed linear
ﬁt. The coeﬃcients of proportionality are matched in both cases. The following
Fig. 5.20 presents the same case, but in addition to changing the liquid mass ﬂow
rate and several inlet heights, here diﬀerent air superﬁcial velocities jg are also
prescribed.
Similar trends can be observed also for the 32mm pipe and are shown in Fig. 5.21.
The inlet heights are varied here for three liquid mass ﬂow rates corresponding to
the three experimental cases (see Tab. 5.1), where the gas superﬁcial velocity is also
changed. A linear ﬁt (dashed line) is obtained for each of the three cases. Note
that un parameter is more general than inlet height H since it is dependent on the
diameter D which determines the ﬂow area A = πDH for the given height H.
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Figure 5.19: Calculated wave frequencies for the simulation using constant superﬁcial gas
velocity jg = 5m/s and D = 19mm. The wall normal velocity un = m˙l/(ρlA) at the liquid
inlet can be modiﬁed by either changing the liquid mass ﬂow rate (m˙l from 10 to 30 g/s)
at constant H, or by changing the inlet area (A = piDH) with diﬀerent heights (H from
10 to 50mm, indicated in diagram) at constant mass ﬂow rate m˙l = 25 g/s. In both cases,
the frequencies are approximately proportional to un and a linear ﬁt is shown with dashed
lines. Values measured by Wang et al. [29, 45] at jg ≈ 5m/s and m˙l ≈ 25 g/s are shown
by the two horizontal lines.
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Figure 5.21: Calculated wave frequencies obtained in D = 32mm pipe at diﬀerent gas
superﬁcial velocities jg, liquid mass ﬂow rates m˙l and liquid inlet areas A = piDH (with
heights H in mm indicated by labels in the diagram). The frequency is approximately
proportional to the magnitude of the normal velocity at the liquid inlet un = m˙l/(ρlA). A
linear ﬁt is shown with a dashed line for each of the three cases.
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5.6.2 Comparison with experiments
The calculated liquid wave frequencies are compared in Fig. 5.22 with measurements
of Wang et al. [29, 45] with D = 19mm pipe and in Fig. 5.23 with measurements of
Barbosa Jr. et al. [26] and simulation of Da Riva and Del Col [40] with D = 32mm
pipe. As shown, simulations using smaller inlet heights H, and thus smaller inlet
area A and large wall normal velocity un, over-predict the measured frequency.
Conversely, results with larger inlet heights under-predict the frequency. However,
results in Figs. 5.22 and 5.23 show, that the experimental wave frequencies may be
obtained in the simulations by adequately "tuning" the inlet normal wall velocity
by adjusting the height of the inlet region.
Experimental measurements of Wang et al. [29] and Barbosa Jr. et al. [26] reveal
that the wave frequency is roughly proportional to the gas and liquid superﬁcial
velocity. This trend is preserved in the results of the present simulation, as shown
in Fig. 5.22 for the ﬂow cases in 19mm pipe, where the liquid mass ﬂow rate is
approximately constant while the gas velocity is increasing (refer to Tab. 5.1). The
simulations in 32mm pipe (Fig. 5.23) use cases from experiment where both, liquid
and gas ﬂow rate, are increasing. The combined eﬀect is quite evident in the third
case (jg = 5.3m/s, m˙l = 51 g/s), where the gas superﬁcial velocity and liquid
mass ﬂow rate are almost doubled with respect to the ﬁrst case (jg = 2.8m/s,
m˙l = 27 g/s). Additionally, two results obtained in the 2D axisymmetric simulation
of Da Riva and Del Col [40] using H = 6mm are shown in Fig. 5.23 for comparison
and agree with the present 3D simulation results. With the inlet height ofH = 6mm
in 32mm pipe, the wave frequency is over predicted by approximately 50% in both
simulations.
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Figure 5.22: Calculated liquid wave frequencies using diﬀerent liquid inlet areas (A =
piDH) by changing the inlet height H at various superﬁcial gas velocity jg and at constant
liquid mass ﬂow rate m˙l = 25 g/s. Values measured by Wang et al. [29, 45] at m˙l ≈ 25 g/s
are shown with black solid symbols. The height of the liquid inlet section in the experiment
was around 43 mm [64].
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Figure 5.23: Eﬀect of liquid inlet height on the calculated wave frequencies in D = 32mm
pipe compared to the measurements of Barbosa Jr. et al. [26]. Inlet height of 6 mm was
used in the axisymmetric simulation of Da Riva and Del Col [40] shown for comparison.
The height of the liquid inlet section in the experiment was around 25 mm [26].
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5.6.3 Appropriate height of the liquid inlet model
As already stated, the value of H and thus the eﬀective ﬂow area of the liquid inlet
are critical for correct prediction of the wave frequency. In the present simulation,
the liquid inlet height of H = 30mm in 19mm pipe and the inlet height of H =
12mm in 32mm pipe produced wave frequencies that matched the measured data.
It is however diﬃcult to determine the value of H a priori.
The inlet height H that accurately predicts wave frequencies is not related to
the height of the inlet section in the experiment. The same can be concluded about
the area of the liquid inlet A = πHD which is also not related to the sum of areas
of all holes of an inlet section in the experiment given by
Ah = Nhπ(Dh/2)
2, (5.12)
where Nh is the number of holes and Dh the diameter of a hole. Comparison of
values is presented in Tab. 5.7. The height of the inlet section Hs in the experiment
of Wang et al. [29] is calculated by taking into account 15 rows of 1 mm holes and
14 rows of 2 mm in-between (15mm + 14 · 2mm = 43mm). For both simulated
pipe geometries (19 and 32 mm), the use of the inlet height from experiment section
would under predict the wave frequency, as shown in Figs. 5.22 and 5.23.
Table 5.7: Calculated areas of the inlet surface in the simulation A = piDH compared with
calculated areas of the perforated wall inlet section in the experiment As = piDHs and
total area of all holes in perforated wall Ah as deﬁned in Eq. (5.12).
Simulation inlet: Perforated section in the experiment:
D H A Hs As Nh Dh Ah
(mm) (mm) (mm2) (mm) (mm2) (mm) (mm2)
19 30 1800 43 2600 300 1.0 240
32 12 1200 25 2500 506 0.8 250
Furthermore, the visualisation of the inlet section in the experiment of Wang
et al. [29] showed that the water level in the outer section of the inlet is not constant
and does not fully cover the perforated inlet section (holes). In other words, the
eﬀective height and hence the inlet area through which water enters the test section
is smaller. In the available visualisations from the experiment, the eﬀective height
increases with the liquid mass ﬂow rate [29].
Figure 5.24 shows the calculated wave frequencies at constant superﬁcial gas
velocity jg = 5m/s, varied liquid mass ﬂow rate m˙l, and using diﬀerent assumed
liquid inlet heights H. Snapshots from the experiment of Wang et al. [29] and
simulation results suggest that simulated frequencies are in better agreement with
the measured values, when the modelled inlet height H matches closely the eﬀective
height in the experiment. As a rule, the eﬀective inlet height was not measured in
the available experiments [26, 29].
The inﬂow velocity proﬁle of water in the test section is determined by the
hydrostatic pressure of water in the outer pipe section. The exact inﬂow velocity
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Figure 5.24: Calculated liquid wave frequencies using diﬀerent liquid inlet heights H at
constant superﬁcial gas velocity jg = 5m/s and varied liquid mass ﬂow rate m˙l. Values
measured by Wang et al. [29, 45] at jg ≈ 5m/s are shown with black solid symbols.
Snapshots from the experiment of Wang et al. [29] (courtesy of private communication)
show how the eﬀective height of the porous inlet changes with increasing mass ﬂow rate
(given in terms of liquid superﬁcial velocity).
proﬁle of water was not measured in the experiment and has to be modelled in
the simulation. An uniform velocity proﬁle deﬁned on the inlet surface of height
H, as used in the present simulation and in the simulation of Da Riva and Del
Col [40], represents the simplest of such models. Diﬀerent inlet heights H in the
simulation eﬀectively impose an inﬂow proﬁle of the wall normal velocity component
with piecewise uniform value deﬁned as
un =
{
m˙l
ρlpiDH
zb < z ≤ zb +H
0 zb +H < z ≤ zb +Hs
(5.13)
where zb is the axial position at the bottom of the liquid inlet and Hs is the height
of the inlet section in the experiment (see Tab. 5.7).
Figure 5.25 illustrates the described problem. An unknown velocity proﬁle
(shown with black ﬁlled spikes) produced by the holes in the porous wall liquid
inlet section in the experiment is approximated with the proﬁle given by Eq. 5.13
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Figure 5.26 shows time averaged ﬁelds of water volume fraction calculated using
diﬀerent inlet heights H in 19mm pipe. As in the experiment of Wang et al. [29], all
waves form near the bottom of the inlet section, where the inﬂow is the highest. The
average shape of a wave is not aﬀected by the inlet height H, as shown in Fig. 5.26.
Figure 5.26: Calculated time averaged volume fraction of water α in the y−z cross section
plane of the vertical pipe using diﬀerent liquid inlet heights H. In all cases, waves form
near the same vertical z position at the bottom of the inlet. Vertical solid black lines
indicate the maximum wave amplitude reported by Wang et al. [29]. Bottom section of
the pipe (50mm) is not shown entirely.
Wang et al. [29] measured the critical and the maximum amplitudes of ﬂooding
type waves. The wave that forms near the liquid inlet grows until it reaches its criti-
cal amplitude and is swept upwards by the gas ﬂow. The wave maximum amplitude
is deﬁned by the balance of the liquid inﬂow into the wave and the outﬂow which
includes entrainment into droplets, since at this point the wave stops growing. Mea-
surements of Wang et al. [29] show that, on one hand, the wave critical amplitude
increases with the liquid mass ﬂow rate and the pipe diameter, and, on the other
hand, the critical amplitude decreases with the gas superﬁcial velocity. In addition,
Wang et al. [29] found that at low gas superﬁcial velocities, the critical amplitude
approaches asymptotically a constant value with increasing liquid mass ﬂow rates.
Experiments [26, 29] and simulations [40, 42, 44] show that a new liquid wave
starts to form immediately after the departure of its forerunner wave from the liquid
inlet region. The wave frequency therefore depends on the rate of the wave growth
and its critical size at which the wave departs upwards. Knowing that at a given
gas superﬁcial velocity jg in the simulation the wave amplitude is not signiﬁcantly
aﬀected by the inlet height H, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.26, the wave frequency is
determined by the growth rate of the wave amplitude.
The formation of a wave and its shape are governed by the momentum equation
and the resulting velocity ﬁeld U. The velocity ﬁeld near the liquid inlet where
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the waves form is dominated by the imposed boundary condition in the simula-
tion. The obtained linear relationship between un and wave frequency, shown in
Figs. 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21, is an isolated eﬀect, since only the magnitude of un is
varied. Proportionality of un and wave frequency can be related to the change in
growth rate of the wave amplitude (towards critical amplitude) controlled by the
wall normal velocity un at the liquid inlet.
The presented results raise some issues concerning the experiments on churn
ﬂow performed so far, especially regarding the use of the liquid inlet through a
perforated wall of the pipe, which is diﬃcult to model in CFD simulations. Presented
calculations showed and quantiﬁed the inﬂuence of the liquid injection velocity at
the inlet on the frequency of the large liquid waves. Presented ﬁndings therefore
suggest, that the properties of large liquid waves in vertical churn ﬂow do not depend
only on the macroscopic ﬂow conditions, such as gas and liquid ﬂow rates, or pipe
diameter, but are also aﬀected by the local boundary conditions where liquid enters
into the pipe.
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In the safety analyses of the loss-of-coolant accident in light water nuclear reactors,
ﬂooding or counter-current ﬂow limitation is one of particularly important and com-
plex multiphase ﬂow phenomena. Prediction of the onset of ﬂooding condition in
realistic geometries is still very uncertain and a more thorough understanding of
the triggering mechanisms is required. The computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD)
modelling approach, supported by reliable experiments with local measured data,
could help us to reveal the underlying dynamics of such ﬂows. The churn ﬂow can
be viewed as the intermediate regime between the slug ﬂow and annular ﬂow of gas
and liquid in vertical pipes. The large ﬂooding-type liquid waves typical for the
upward churn ﬂow in a vertical tube are especially interesting, as they are related to
the physical mechanisms of the onset of the ﬂooding phenomena. In classical exper-
iments where ﬂooding conditions are achieved, the liquid fed through the perforated
pipe wall at the inlet is partly entrained by the gas ﬂow in the core, resulting in the
upward churn ﬂow with large liquid waves and downward ﬁlm ﬂow.
In mechanistic models of churn ﬂow, the assumed wave shape is one of the basic
presuppositions. For this purpose, two analytical functions (hyperbolic secant and
Lorentzian) are proposed, which capture well the measured shape of a stationary
wave in the experiments, and are suitable for analytical work in terms of complexity.
In order to demonstrate their prediction capability, a simpliﬁed mechanistic model
of vertical churn ﬂow is presented in the thesis. Although the model is very simple,
its solutions for the growth and movement of wave agree well with the observations
from the literature.
Three-dimensional transient simulations of ﬂooding-type liquid waves in isother-
mal ﬂow of air and water are the primary means of investigation in the present
thesis and have been performed using the open source CFD package OpenFOAM.
The transient and turbulent nature of the ﬂow is modelled using the unsteady RANS
approach with the k−ω SST model. Interface capturing method with bounded com-
pression was used to resolve the wave surface. Present results show, that without
interface compression, the periodic nature of liquid waves cannot be reproduced
on coarse meshes, which need to be applied for parametric studies requiring large
amount of transient simulations.
The occurrence and development of ﬂooding-type waves in the simulations was
examined qualitatively using visualisations of the ﬂow. For this purpose, visuali-
sations include cross-sectional plots of the liquid fraction ﬁeld and vector plots of
velocity ﬁeld, among others. The simulated phenomena exhibit the characteristic
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features of churn ﬂow observed in the experiments. Quantitatively, the obtained
results for the critical and the maximum amplitude of the wave agree well with the
experimental data from the literature, which is a promising indication that the inter-
actions between the gas and liquid phases are resolved correctly by the homogeneous
ﬂow approach.
The impact of the imposed gas velocity proﬁle on the wave dynamics was in-
vestigated. Three diﬀerent types of gas velocity proﬁles at the inlet were chosen to
represent the eﬀect of the full-length pipe geometry on the gas ﬂow. The results
show that the imposed velocity ﬁeld of gas at the inlet boundary condition has a
negligible eﬀect on the calculated frequency of the waves for the examined range of
ﬂow conditions.
The main contribution of the present thesis is the quantiﬁcation of the inﬂuence
of the liquid inlet on the formation and development of large liquid waves in vertical
churn ﬂow of air and water. In CFD simulations, the perforated liquid inlet section
of the pipe is usually modelled as a uniform boundary surface with prescribed inlet
conditions for velocity and pressure ﬁelds. The magnitude of the wall normal veloc-
ity at a given liquid mass ﬂow rate from the experiment is controlled by the variable
area of the inlet model, which is achieved by changing the height of the inlet sec-
tion in the simulation. Furthermore, two pipe geometries with diﬀerent diameters
were examined, which also aﬀect the area of the liquid inlet. The calculated wave
frequency was found to be proportional to the imposed wall normal velocity at the
liquid inlet. Since the velocity ﬁeld near the perforated wall liquid inlet section was
not measured in the available experiments, it presents a major source of uncertainty
in the simulations. Accordingly, the results of the present thesis oﬀer an explanation
on why the simulated wave frequencies are over-predicted at higher liquid ﬂow rates
or smaller pipe diameters.
The parametric study reveals that a suitable value of wall normal velocity pa-
rameter can be found over a range of ﬂow conditions, leading to good agreement
of simulated and measured wave frequencies. In fact, this ability to inﬂuence the
wave frequency through the wall normal velocity of the liquid inlet (which in turn
determines the wave growth rate) suggests, that the velocity proﬁle of the inlet ﬂow
also has an important inﬂuence on the frequency, which thus does not depend solely
on the tube diameter and mass ﬂow rates of gas and liquid.
In conclusion, the formation of liquid waves remains an intriguing phenomena
that requires further experimental and theoretical studies. The generation of large
liquid waves is not entirely understood and the results presented in present thesis
raise some interesting questions concerning the experiments on churn ﬂow performed
so far. In any case, the present work only considers the development of waves at low
to moderate radial liquid injection ﬂow rates, as is the case in most experiments.
The liquid ﬂow development might be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent at very low or extremely
high injection rates. Further studies on the mechanisms of momentum transfer that
facilitate growth of large liquid waves are required, especially in the absence of any
radial liquid injection.
At the same time, there are a lot of possibilities to gain further insights into
the phenomena with more accurate numerical models, especially given the relative
scarcity of experimental data on the detailed velocity ﬁelds. Detailed two-phase
ﬂow simulations, possibly coupling several interface tracking strategies into a hybrid
model, could add to a better understanding of droplet entrainment mechanisms in
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the churn ﬂow. Finally, the process of heat transfer remains to be included, and
possibly extended with mass transfer models of evaporation and condensation, in
order to simulate the realistic two-phase ﬂow conditions of steam and water that
could occur in vertical tubes of steam generators in nuclear power plants.
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Appendix A
Algorithms
Algorithm A.1 Detect local peaks in signal above threshold value of pth (signal
units) that are at least τ (time units) appart.
Require: signal is a list of (t, p) pairs ordered by t; all t ≥ 0; pth ≥ 0
1: function DetectPeaks(signal, pth, τ)
2: peaks ← EmptyList
3: detecting ← False
4: tlast ← 0
5: tpeak ← 0
6: ppeak ← 0
7: thp← 0.05
8: for all (t, p) in signal do
9: if not detecting then
10: if p > (1 + thp) · pth then
11: detecting ← True
12: end if
13: else
14: if p < (1− thp) · pth then
15: detecting ← False
16: if tpeak − tlast > τ then
17: append (tpeak, ppeak) to peaks
18: ppeak ← 0
19: tlast ← tpeak
20: end if
21: else
22: if p > ppeak then
23: tpeak ← t
24: ppeak ← p
25: end if
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for
29: return peaks
30: end function
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Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
6.1 Uvod
Med termo-hidravličnimi procesi v jedrskih reaktorjih velikokrat prihaja do pojava
večfaznega toka tekočin. Pri varnostnih analizah lahko različne, z večfaznim to-
kom povezane kompleksne pojave, preučujemo s pomočjo računske dinamike teko-
čin (ang. Computational Fluid Dynamics, CFD). Omejitev proti-toka kapljevine
(oziroma poplavljanje) je eden izmed tovrstnih pojavov, ki so posebnega pomena
pri varnostnih analizah izlivne nezgode, kjer pride do izgube hladila v primarnem
sistemu tlačnovodnega reaktorja. Pri tem se med hlajenjem s povratno kondenzacijo
v sistemu vzpostavi proti-tok mešanice kapljevite vode in pare.
V navpični cevi lahko tok pare, ki teče navzgor v osrednjem delu cevi, omejuje
tok ﬁlma kapljevine, ki teče navzdol ob steni cevi. Do omejitve proti-toka kaplje-
vine pride v primeru zelo visoke hitrosti pare, ki povzroči vzbujanje in prekinjanje
kapljevinskega ﬁlma ob steni: para lahko potisne kapljevino nazaj - navzgor po cevi
in tako onemogoča hlajenje sten. Za lokalno napoved pojava v poljubni geome-
triji in pri poljubnih pogojih je potrebno dobro razumevanje in poznavanje začetnih
mehanizmov omejitve proti-toka.
V disertaciji smo preiskovali pojav poplavnih valov kapljevine, ki periodično
potujejo navzgor po steni cevi in jih povezujemo z mehanizmi nastanka omejitve
proti-toka. Valovi tega tipa so značilni za raztrgan režim toka kapljevine in plina
v navpični cevi. Pregled literature (podrobneje predstavljen v poglavju 2) je po-
kazal potrebo po podrobnejših CFD študijah pojava takih valov na lokalni skali.
Simulacije poleg natančnih eksperimentov lahko nudijo dodaten vpogled v naravo
raztrganega toka in z njim povezanih poplavnih valov, ter pripomorejo k dodatnemu
poznavanju in boljšemu razumevanju začetnih mehanizmov omejitve proti-toka.
Pri razlagi pojava smo si najprej pomagali z enostavnim mehanističnim modelom
gibanja valov, kjer smo predlagali nov analitičen model oblike valov. V disertaciji
nato sledijo bolj natančne trirazsežne simulacije izotermnega časovno spremenlji-
vega dvofaznega toka, s katerimi smo podrobneje preučevali predvsem frekvenco
periodičnih valov kapljevine. Rezultate simulacij smo primerjali z meritvami pri ek-
sperimentih ter z rezultati drugih simulacij iz literature. Napravili smo analizo vpliva
parametrov računskega modela, ki je pokazala močan vpliv modela kapljevinskega
vstopa na frekvenco valov.
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6.2 Poplavni valovi kapljevine v raztrganem toku
V tipičnih eksperimentih za raziskovanje valov kapljevine v raztrganem toku (na
primer Barbosa Jr. et al. [26], Wang et al. [29]) je glavni del eksperimentalne posta-
vitve sestavljen iz navpične cevi (običajno iz pleksi stekla) s kapljevinskim vstopom
skozi naluknjano steno cevi, kot to prikazuje slika 6.1. Nekaj metrov nižje od kaplje-
vinskega vstopa v cev vstopa plin, ki teče po sredi cevi. Na vrhu eksperimentalne
postavitve, nekaj metrov nad kapljevinskim vstopom, iz cevi izstopa dvofazni tok ka-
pljevine in plina. Za vizualno opazovanje pojava je cev okrog kapljevinskega vstopa
prozorna.
Slika 6.1: Poplavni valovi kapljevine, ki nastanejo v okolici vstopa kapljevine v navpično
cev v eksperimentu Wang et al. [29].
V eksperimentalnem postopku se na začetku pri nizkem pretoku plina in določe-
nem pretoku kapljevine vzpostavi tok kapljevinskega ﬁlma navzdol po steni. Nato
povečujejo pretok plina dokler ne dosežejo omejitve proti-toka in se začnejo tvoriti
kapljevinski valovi, ki jih plin potiska navzgor nad kapljevinski vstop. V zgornjem
delu cevi nad kapljevinskim vstopom se vzpostavi raztrgan režim toka, medtem ko
je pod vstopom še vedno prisoten manjši tok padajočega ﬁlma kapljevine. Pri dovolj
visokem pretoku plina se ta padajoči tok kapljevinskega ﬁlma popolnoma prekine,
spodnji del cevi pod kapljevinskim vstopom se popolnoma osuši. V eksperimentih
so Govan et al. [27] opazili, da sta raztrgani tok nad kapljevinskim vstopom in tok
padajočega ﬁlma pod vstopom praktično razklopljena in ju lahko obravnavamo lo-
čeno. V zgornjem raztrganem režimu toka namreč ni bilo izmerjenih opaznih razlik
v tlačnem padcu in volumskem deležu kapljevine, ne glede na prisotnost padajočega
ﬁlma kapljevine pod vstopom. V doktorski nalogi smo v simulacijah poenostavljeno
obravnavali le zgornji raztrgani režim toka z valovi kapljevine.
Dvofazni tok v področju kapljevinskega vstopa so v omenjenih [26, 29] eksperi-
mentih preučevali s pomočjo posnetkov hitre kamere s hitrostjo zajema tipično 1000
ali 2000 slik na sekundo. Z dodatno računalniško obdelavo posnetkov so tako lahko
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izluščili lastnosti valov, kot so amplituda, frekvenca in hitrost. Amplituda vala je
deﬁnirana kot razdalja med steno in grebenom vala. Običajno merijo dve značilni
amplitudi, kritično in maksimalno. Val, ki nastane blizu kapljevinskega vstopa,
najprej zaradi gravitacije potuje navzdol s kapljevinskim ﬁlmom. Pri tem njegova
amplituda raste. S tem val ovira pretok zraka v cevi, kar poveča silo zračnega upora
na val. Kritično amplitudo val doseže, ko se njegova hitrost obrne navzgor. Ma-
ksimalna amplituda vala je deﬁnirana z največjim grebenom vala. Le to val doseže
potem, ko na poti navzgor zapusti območje kapljevinskega vstopa. Frekvenco valov
so v obravnavanih eksperimentih [26, 29] izračunali iz števila valov, ki so jih opazili
na posnetkih območja okrog kapljevinskega vstopa v času meritve. V nekaterih eks-
perimentih [47, 52, 59] so frekvenco izračunali iz posnetih meritev trenutne debeline
kapljevinskega ﬁlma s senzorji prevodnosti na več mestih. Hitrost valov v eksperi-
mentih izračunajo iz meritev položaja valov ob različnih časih. Položaj valov je tako
kot frekvenco mogoče določiti tako neposredno iz posnetkov hitre kamere [26, 29],
kot posredno iz meritev debeline kapljevinskega ﬁlma [59, 60, 61].
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6.3 Mehanistični model valov
Mehanistični model kapljevinskih valov predstavlja najenostavnejši matematični po-
pis nastanka in gibanja kapljevinskih valov v navpičnem raztrganem toku. Izhodišče
takega modela je analitična funkcija, ki popisuje obliko valov. Iz predpostavljene
oblike nato izračunamo ravnovesje sil, ki delujejo na val. V literaturi lahko najdemo
tako enostavne polkrožne [40] in sinusne [26] modele oblike, kot tudi bolj zahtevne
modele na podlagi Gaussove funkcije [56]. V tem delu smo predlagali novi model,
izpeljan na podlagi funkcije hiperboličnega sekansa, ki v primerjavi z enostavnej-
šimi modeli bolje opiše obliko valov. Predlagani model je primeren za mehanistično
modeliranje valov, saj ni zahtevnejši od obstoječega Gaussovega modela [56]. Pre-
iskovali smo tudi drugi model oblike valov na podlagi Lorentzove funkcije, ki je
natančnejši, a analitično zahtevnejši. Uporabnost predlaganega modela oblike smo
pokazali z vključitvijo v obstoječ enostaven model gibanja valov. Najpreprostejši
model vsebuje le dve sili: silo teže, kjer je pomemben izračun volumna vala glede
na njegovo obliko; in silo upora zaradi zožitve pretoka plina, ki potiska val navzgor.
Obliko vala opišemo s funkcijo, ki predstavlja razdaljo površine kapljevine od
stene cevi
δ(z) = δb + af (z;λ) , (6.1)
kjer je δb debelina kapljevinskega ﬁlma pod valom, a amplituda vala (brez kaplje-
vinskega ﬁlma), ter f (z;λ) brezdimenzijska funkcija oblike vala z valovno dolžino λ.
Na ta način lahko volumen simetričnega vala brez kapljevinskega ﬁlma izračunamo
kot
V ′ = 2πR′ · λ · a ·
(
f1 − a
2R′
f2
)
, (6.2)
kjer sta f1 in f2 naslednja integrala funkcije oblike vala
f1 =
1/2∫
−1/2
f(z∗)dz∗ , and f2 =
1/2∫
−1/2
f(z∗)2dz∗ . (6.3)
Za lažje računanje smo za simetričen valj vpeljali novo spremenljivko z = λ (z∗ + 1/2),
ter uporabili prirejen radij cevi R′ = R − δb. Celoten volumen kapljevine je vsota
volumna vala in kapljevinskega ﬁlma V = V ′ + Vb, kjer slednjega izračunamo kot
Vb = πλ (2Rδb − δ2b ). Podrobnejšo izpeljavo omenjenih izrazov najdemo v raz-
delku 3.1.
Na podlagi meritev stacionarnega vala v eksperimentu Wang et al. [56] v nav-
pični cevi s premerom 19 mm smo v doktorski disertaciji predlagali dve novi funkciji
za popis oblike vala, ki sta izpeljani iz funkcije hiperboličnega sekansa in Lorent-
zove funkcije. Predlagani funkciji smo primerjali dvema referenčnima modeloma iz
literature: polkrožnim [40]in Gaussovim modelom oblike [56]. Meritve kažejo [56],
da sta amplituda in valovna dolžina vala povezana z a/λ ≈ 5. Model oblike je tako
določen s parametrom valovne dolžine, ki smo jo prilagodili meritvam z λ = 20mm.
Za primerjavo z izmerjeno obliko ter za izračun volumna vala potrebujemo še po-
datek o debelini kapljevinskega ﬁlma, s katerim ustrezno prilagodimo prirejen radij
cevi R′ = 8.84mm.
Izbrane funkcije ter volumni izračunani z enačbo (6.2) so navedeni v tabeli 6.1.
Pri izračunu volumnov smo uporabili nekatere poenostavitve, ki so podrobneje razlo-
žene v razdelku 3.1. Slika 6.2 kaže primerjavo merjene oblike valov s predlaganima
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novima funkcijama in obstoječimi referenčnimi modeli, kjer vidimo, da predlagani
novi funkciji bolje opišeta merjeno obliko vala. Vendar primerjava samih oblik ni me-
rodajna, saj napake v bližini stene več prispevajo k napaki v izračunanem volumnu.
Za primerjavo samih volumnov smo najprej ocenili volumen vala v eksperimentu V˜
z numerično integracijo merjene oblike s trapezno metodo. Primerjava izračunanih
volumnov je podana v tabeli 6.2. Rezultati kažejo, da predlagani funkciji dobro
ocenita volumen vala iz eksperimenta.
Tabela 6.1: Modeli oblike in volumna valov.
i model oblike f(z∗;λ/a) V ′i
0 polkrog |z∗| ≤ λ
a
√
1− (λ
a
z∗
)2
2πR′a2
(
pi
2
− 2
3′
a
R′
)
1 Lorentzova funkcija 1
1+( 2λ
a
z∗)
2 2πR′a2
(
4pi
9
− (pi
9
− 1
20
)
a
R′
)
2 hiperbolični sekans sech
(
piλ
a
z∗
)
2πR′a2
(
1− 1
pi
a
R′
)
3 Gaussova funkcija exp
(−18z∗2) 2πR′a2 (5
3
√
pi
2
− 5
12
a
R′
)
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Slika 6.2: Primerjava merjene oblike valov [56] z analitičnimi modeli: hiperbolični sekans –
En. (3.16), Lorentzova funkcija – En. (3.10), Gaussova funkcija – En. (3.23), polkrog –
En. (3.21).
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Tabela 6.2: Razmerje med modelskim in ocenjenim volumnom V˜ iz eksperimenta [56].
polkrog Lorentz hip. sekans Gauss
V ′ V ′0 V
′
1 V
′
2 V
′
3
V ′/V˜ 3.24 1.13 0.825 1.72
Vb/V
′ 0.270 0.715 1.00 0.452
(V ′ + Vb)/(V˜ + Vb) 2.11 1.07 0.895 1.44
6.3.1 Model gibanja kapljevinskih valov
Preprost model gibanja osno simetričnega vala kapljevine v raztrganem toku v nav-
pični cevi zapišemo kot naslednji sistem diferencialnih enačb
ρL
dV
dt
= ∆m˙L , (6.4)
ρL
d (UwV )
dt
= F∆p − Fg , (6.5)
dz
dt
= Uw . (6.6)
Enačbi (6.4) in (6.5) opisujeta ohranitev mase in gibalne količine kapljevinskega vala
(v smeri osi navpične cevi) z volumnom V , gostoto kapljevine ρL in hitrostjo Uw.
Enačba (6.6) opisuje gibanje težišča vala v navpični smeri z. Koordinatno izhodišče
postavimo na dnu kapljevinskega vstopa, kjer praviloma nastajajo valovi v eksperi-
mentih. Za simetričen val lahko predpostavimo, da se dotok kapljevinskega ﬁlma, ki
po steni od zgoraj vstopa v val, izenači z odtokom ﬁlma, ki izstopa spodaj. Enako
predpostavimo za gibalno količino kapljevinskega ﬁlma v navpični smeri. K rasti
vala v modelu prispeva predvsem presežek pretoka kapljevine ∆m˙L, ki v navpično
cev prihaja v pravokotni smeri skozi naluknjano steno kapljevinskega vstopa.
Za enostaven model gibanja valov v raztrganem toku zadostujeta sila teže in sila
upora zaradi zožitve pretoka plina, ki ju zapišemo kot
Fg = (ρL − ρG) gV (t) , (6.7)
F∆p =
1
2
ρGU
2
G
((
S1
S2
)2
− 1
)
Sp . (6.8)
Pri tem so ρG gostota ter UG hitrost plina, in g gravitacijski pospešek. Silo upora
zaradi zožitve izračunamo iz tlačne razlike med privetrno stranjo vala in grebe-
nom vala, kjer je zožitev največja. Tlačno razliko ocenimo s pomočjo Bernoullijeve
enačbe, kjer upoštevamo, da pride na grebenu vala do odcepitve toka plina. Po-
vršina toka plina na privetrni strani vala pred zožitvijo je določena z prirejenim
radijem cevi brez kapljevinskega ﬁlma S1 = πR′2. Površina zožitve je določena s
trenutno amplitudo kapljevinskega vala S2 = π (R′ − a(t))2. Amplituda vala določa
tudi pravokotno projekcijo površine vala v smeri toka plina (os navpične cevi) je
Sp = S1 − S2 = πa(t) (2R′ − a(t)). Natančnejši modeli iz literature [26, 40, 55, 56]
običajno upoštevajo še prispevke medfaznega in stenskega trenja, ter tlačne sile v
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tekočini. Ti prispevki so sicer pomembni za številsko primerjavo z eksperimenti,
vendar bistveno ne spremenijo kvalitativnega opisa gibanja valov, saj obrat hitrosti
vala napove že uporabljen enostavnejši model.
Za obliko in volumen vala uporabimo model hiperboličnega sekansa (glej tabelo
6.1). S tem v ohranitvenih enačbah povežemo časovno spremenljiv volumen V (t) z
amplitudo vala a(t). Časovni razvoj amplitude, hitrosti in položaja vala dobimo z
numerično integracijo sklopljenega sistema diferencialnih enačb (6.4)–(6.6), kjer za
začetne pogoje predpostavimo majhen stacionaren val z a(0) = 10−3mm in Uw(0) =
0, ki je nastal blizu izhodišča pri z(0) = 0 na dnu kapljevinskega vstopa v navpično
cev. Mehanistični model gibanja smo ovrednotili pri pogojih eksperimenta Wang
et al. [56], katerega meritve smo uporabili za prilagoditev analitičnega modela oblike
vala. V eksperimentu so opazovali valove v raztrganem toku vode in zraka pri
standardnih pogojih. V izbranem primeru sta pretok vode ∆m˙L = 16.25 g/s in
hitrost zraka UG = 5m/s. Debelino in dolžino kapljevinskega ﬁlma med steno in
valom ocenimo iz meritev eksperimenta kot δb = 0.66mm in Lf = 20mm. Slika 6.3
kaže primer rezultata analitičnega modela pri različnih hitrostih zraka. Model je
bil razvit na podlagi izbranih pogojev v eksperimentu, zato v tem primeru eksaktno
napove izmerjeno kritično amplitudo vala. Kljub temu je namen enostavnega modela
predvsem prikaz uporabe predlagane analitične funkcije modela oblike vala. S tega
vidika model kvalitativno pravilno napove obrat hitrosti, ki se zgodi pri kritični
amplitudi vala. Prav tako model napove manjšanje kritične amplitude z večanjem
hitrosti plina. V razdelku 3.2.3 je predstavljena podrobnejša analiza občutljivosti
modela.
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Slika 6.3: Rezultat modela pri različnih hitrostih zraka U∗G = UG
√
ρg/2R∆ρg. Izmerjena
kritična amplituda vala je pri U∗G = 0.48 približno 4.5mm [56].
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6.4 Simulacija dvofaznega toka z metodo ostrenja
površine
Za matematični opis dvofaznega toka plina in kapljevine smo v disertaciji uporabili
t.i. model homogene mešanice z metodo ostrenja stične površine, ki je implementi-
ran v programu interFoam iz odprtokodne zbirke za računalniško dinamiko tekočin
OpenFOAM. Model homogene mešanice je poenostavljena različica dvotekočinskega
modela, kjer predpostavimo, da sta hitrosti plina in kapljevine v vsaki celici račun-
ske domene enaki. V ločenem toku je namreč v večini računske domene v celicah
prisotna le ena izmed faz. Z drugimi besedami, volumski delež kapljevine je različen
od nič (plin) ali ena (kapljevina) le v celicah kjer je prisotna površina med obema
fazama. Na površini je hitrostno polje zvezno, saj v obravnavanem izotermnem toku
plina in kapljevine ne prihaja do faznih sprememb (t.j. brez uparjanja ali konden-
zacije) [78, 90]. Zato v teh celicah lahko predpostavimo, da sta hitrosti plina in
kapljevine približno enaki, če so celice dovolj majhne v primerjavi z makroskopsko
skalo površine.
V večini računske domene tako za popis toka zadostuje eno samo hitrostno polje
in ena sama gibalna enačba. S tem se znebimo modeliranja členov v gibalni enačbi,
ki popisujejo prenos gibalne količine med plinom in kapljevino, in hkrati približno
razpolovimo računsko zahtevnost. Pri tem se zavedamo omejene natančnosti ta-
kega popisa, saj na ta način ne moremo natančneje obravnavati drobnih mehurčkov,
kapljic, in drugih struktur, katerih površine so manjše od velikosti računskih celic.
Tok homogene mešanice obravnavamo kot tok nestisljive tekočine, kjer ohranitev
mase opisuje kontinuitetna enačba
∇ ·U = 0 . (6.9)
Ohranitev gibalne količine homogene mešanice opisuje gibalna enačba
∂ρU
∂t
+∇ · (ρUU) = −∇p∗ − g · x∇ρ+∇ · τ eff +Mσ . (6.10)
V enačbi (6.10) se uporablja modiﬁciran tlak brez hidrostatskega prispevka
p∗ = p− ρg · x , (6.11)
kar omogoča bolj učinkovito numerično obravnavo ostrih prehodov v gostoti na
površini med dvema fazama, ter nekoliko poenostavi predpisane robne pogoje [92].
Pri tem koordinatni vektor x predstavlja razliko od referenčne višine, katero smo
določili na vrhu računske domene v sredini cevi s koordinatami (0, 0, 0). Gravitacijski
pospešek kaže navzdol vzdolž osi cevi in je podan z g = (0, 0,−g).
Efektivni napetostni tenzor
τ eff = τ + τ
T . (6.12)
predstavlja vsoto prispevkov viskoznih sil
τ = µ
(
∇U + (∇U)T
)
, (6.13)
in turbulentnega (Reynoldsov-ega) napetostnega tenzorja τ T , ki je modeliran s tur-
bulentnim modelom k-ω SST (ang. Shear Stress Transport). Modeliranje turbulence
je podrobneje opisano v razdelku 4.4.
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V gibalni enačbi (6.10) upoštevamo še prispevek sile površinske napetosti zaradi
ukrivljenosti površine, ki ga izračunamo z modelom kontinuumske površinske sile
(ang. Continuum Surface Force [86]) kot
Mσ = σκ∇α , (6.14)
kjer so σ koeﬁcient površinske napetosti (z vrednostjo 0.072N/m za tok vode in
zraka v našem primeru), ∇α gradient volumskega deleža kapljevine, ter κ lokalna
ukrivljenost površine. Lokalno ukrivljenost izračunamo kot divergenco normale na
stično površino
κ = −∇ · n∗. (6.15)
Normala na površino se v uporabljenem modelu izračuna posredno s pomočjo gra-
dienta volumskega deleža kot
n∗ =
(∇α)fc
|(∇α)fc|+ δn
, (6.16)
kjer je (∇α)fc interpolirana vrednost gradienta volumskega deleža na robni ploskvi
računske celice. Zaradi večje numerične stabilnosti je v modelu dodana še majhna
vrednost δn = 10−8/V˜
1/3
c z enoto inverzne dolžine, kjer je V˜c povprečna velikost
računske celice v mreži.
V metodi ostrenja stične površine je običajni transportni enačbi za volumski
delež kapljevine
∂α
∂t
+∇ · (αU) +∇ · (α (1− α)Ur) = 0 , (6.17)
dodan člen ostrenja∇·(α (1− α)Ur), ki je zaradi produkta α (1− α) od nič različen
zgolj v bližini stične površine in predstavlja numerično stiskanje površine. Stična
površina se pri reševanju transportne enačbe zaradi numerične difuzije namreč raz-
maže, četudi smo za diskretizacijo konvekcijskega člena uporabili van Leer-ovo shemo
z visoko resolucijo. Člen ostrenja kompenzira difuzijo numerične sheme in pomaga
ohranjati ostrino stične površine. Pri tem je hitrost Ur (v literaturi se uporabljata
izraza hitrost stiskanja ali relativna hitrost [91]) v metodi ostrenja določena s po-
stopkom same numerične diskretizacije, ki je podrobneje opisan v razdelku 4.6. Člen
ostritve se v diskretni obliki z metodo končnih volumnov zapiše kot∫
V
∇ · (α (1− α)Ur) dV =
∑
f
αf (1− αf )Fr , (6.18)
kjer je αf interpolirana vrednost volumskega deleža kapljevine na robni ploskvi f
računske celice z volumnom V . Fluks stiskanja površine se izračuna kot
Fr =
(
Cα
|F |
|Sf |
)(
n∗f · Sf
)
, (6.19)
kjer je n∗f normala na stično površino, ki je projecirana na robno ploskev računske
celice z vektorjem površine Sf . Pri tem je volumski pretok F deﬁniran z interpolirano
hitrostjo na robni ploskvi računske celice kot F = Uf · Sf .
Vrednost parametra modela ostrenja Cα, ki predstavlja nivo (moč) ostrenja po-
vršine, je ponavadi Cα = 1. Vrednost nič pomeni, da ostrenja površine ni. Ostre-
nje površine je bistveno za simulacije opravljene v tem doktorskem delu, saj brez
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ostrenja ni bilo mogoče reproducirati periodičnih valov kapljevine na najbolj grobih
računskih mrežah, ki smo jih potrebovali za učinkovit izračun parametričnih študij
vpliva modela tekočinskega vstopa. V originalni implementaciji modela je Rusche
[92] za svoj primer simulacije dvigajočega se mehurčka najboljše rezultate dobil pri
vrednosti 1.5. V simulacijah valov kapljevine v navpični cevi s programom ANSYS
CFX [44], kjer je bil uporabljen podoben model ostrenja površine, je bila vrednost
Cα = 2. V simulacijah valov v tej doktorski disertaciji nismo opazili bistvenih razlik
med izračunano frekvenco valov pri Cα = 1 ali 2. Za večino rezultatov v tem delu
smo uporabili vrednost Cα = 2.
6.4.1 Računska domena in robni pogoji
V doktorski disertaciji smo obravnavali raztrgan tok zraka in vode v navpični cevi
pri pogojih, ki sovpadajo z eksperimentoma Wang et al. [29] v cevi s premerom
19 mm, in Barbosa Jr. et al. [26] v cevi s premerom 32 mm. Slika 6.4 prikazuje
računsko mrežo cilindrične domene v simulaciji, ki predstavlja odsek navpične cevi,
kjer v eksperimentih kapljevina skozi naluknjano steno vstopa v cev. Pri tem teče
plin v cevi navpično navzgor.
Slika 6.4: (a) Presek in (b) stranski pogled celic računske mreže.
Na spodnji osnovni ploskvi je določen robni pogoj vstopa za čisti plin (delež
kapljevine α = 0) s povprečno hitrostjo jg. Na zgornji osnovni ploskvi je določen
robni pogoj izstopa za dvofazni tok plina in kapljevine. Na izstopu predpišemo tlak
p∗ = 0. Za ostale količine predpostavimo, da je njihov odvod v smeri normale na
površino izstopa enak nič.
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Na plašču cilindra imamo tri robna področja. Na zgornjem in spodnjem delu
višine Ltop = Lbot = 50mm je predpisan robni pogoj za steno cevi. Višino srednjega
dela H, ki predstavlja robni pogoj za vstop kapljevine (α = 1), v simulaciji lahko
spreminjamo, kot je opisano v nadaljevanju.
V eksperimentu Wang et al. [29] kapljevinski vstop predstavlja naluknjana stena
s 300 luknjicami s premerom 1 mm, ki so razvrščene v 15 vrstah z razmikom 2 mm.
Višina vstopa je okrog 43 mm. Podoben je tudi tekočinski vstop v eksperimentu
Barbosa Jr. et al. [26] z višino 25 mm, ki ga sestavlja 506 luknjic s premerom 0.8
mm, ki so razvrščene v 11 vrst z razmikom 2 mm.
S kapljevinskim vstopom skozi naluknjano steno cevi imamo v simulacijah več
težav. Premer posamezne luknjice je namreč nekaj velikostnih redov manjši od dol-
žine in premera tipične računske domene. Za natančen popis kapljevinskega vstopa
bi zato potrebovali zahtevnejšo računsko mrežo z veliko večjim številom celic, kot
bi jo potrebovali za popis toka v sami cevi. Če ne uporabimo dovolj velikega števila
dovolj majhnih računskih celic, je z vidika numeričnih napak vprašljiva tudi kvali-
teta take mreže. V simulacijah, kjer želimo krajše računske čase, se zato skušamo
izogniti takemu direktnemu opisu kapljevinskega vstopa.
Kapljevinski vstop skozi naluknjano steno iz eksperimenta zato v simulacijah
modeliramo kot enostavno površino z robnim pogojem za hitrost v pravokotni smeri
na steno cevi
un =
m˙l
ρlA
, (6.20)
kjer je m˙l masni pretok kapljevine in A efektivna površina vstopa, ki je določena z
višino vstopa H in premerom cevi D kot
A = πDH . (6.21)
Pri tem je potrebno poudariti, da višina v modelu kapljevinskega vstopa v simulaciji
H ni enostavno povezana z dejansko višino kapljevinskega vstopa v eksperimentu
Hs.
V eksperimentih [26, 29] hitrostnega polja na kapljevinskem vstopu niso merili.
Model z enakomerno hitrostjo po celi površini vstopa predstavlja najenostavnejši
približek za hitrostno polje na kapljevinskem vstopu. V doktorski disertaciji smo
preiskali kvantitativen vpliv takega modela kapljevinskega vstopa na frekvenco valov.
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6.5 Rezultati in razprava
Vizualizacije s pomočjo polj volumskega deleža kapljevine ter hitrostnega polja omo-
gočajo kvalitativno vrednotenje rezultatov in kažejo, da simulacije z modelom ho-
mogene mešanice zadovoljivo opišejo značilne lastnosti raztrganega toka. Slika 6.5
prikazuje primer vizualizacije štirih značilnih stanj kapljevinskega vala.
(a) Kritična amplituda (b) Potovanje navzgor
(c) Maksimalna amplituda (d) Razpad vala
Slika 6.5: Vizualizacija vala v bližini kapljevinskega vstopa. Navpična rdeča črta in črtkana
modra črta kažeta kritični in maksimalni amplitudi merjeni v eksperimentu Wang et al.
[29].
Kvantitativno smo v doktorski disertaciji preučevali predvsem frekvence kaplje-
vinskih valov. Obširnejša analiza vpliva različnih parametrov računskega modela
je predstavljena v poglavju 5, kjer smo med drugim preverili vpliv računske mreže,
ter ugotovili zanemarljiv vpliv proﬁla vstopne hitrosti plina, ki je predpisan na spo-
dnjem robnem pogoju računske domene. V nadaljevanju razširjenega povzetka so
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predstavljeni predvsem rezultati študije vpliva modela kapljevinskega vstopa na fre-
kvenco valov, ki podpirajo glavne ugotovitve doktorske disertacije.
6.5.1 Izračun frekvence z avtomatskim štetjem valov
V eksperimentih so frekvenco valov izračunali iz števila valov N , ki so jih opazili na
posnetkih hitre kamere v času ∆t
f =
N − 1
∆t
. (6.22)
Število valov smo v simulaciji določili posredno iz nihanja tlaka v računski domeni.
Posamezna simulacija je obravnavala razvoj okrog 50 ali več periodičnih valov.
Slika 6.6 v zgornjem grafu prikazuje nihanje tlaka p∗ izračunanega v sredini
plinskega vstopa na dnu računske domene. Krivulji na grafu v sredini prikazujeta
nihanje hitrosti v smeri osi cevi Uz izračunane na osi na polovici višine cevi (pri
kapljevinskem vstopu), ter v osi izstopa na vrhu cevi. Spodnja krivulja na grafu pri-
kazuje nihanje deleža kapljevine 〈α〉V povprečenega po celotnem volumnu računske
domene, ali z drugimi besedami nihanje mase kapljevine v domeni. Na graﬁh vseh
omenjenih količin opazimo značilne vrhove, ki nakazujejo prisotnost velikih valov
kapljevine v računski domeni. Val kapljevine zapre del cevi in s tem ovira pretok
plina. Zaradi zožitve pride do ekstremnega povečanja tlaka in hitrosti, kot lahko
vidimo na sliki 6.6.
Število valov v simulaciji smo tako določili iz števila ekstremov v nihanju tlaka.
Postopek štetja valov in izračun frekvence smo avtomatizirali z računalniškim pro-
gramom v jeziku Python. Za avtomatsko štetje ekstremov v nihanju tlaka smo
v doktorski nalogi razvili namenski algoritem, ki je podrobneje opisan v razdelku
5.4.1. Algoritem v danem signalu, ki predstavlja tlačna nihanja v cevi, najde lo-
kalne ekstreme nad določenim pragom, ki ga podamo kot vhodni parameter. Tak
način izračuna frekvence se je v našem primeru izkazal za bolj primernega v pri-
merjavi z običajnim postopkom analize spektra nihanja z metodo hitre Fourierove
transformacije (FFT).
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Slika 6.6: Primer nihanja tlaka, hitrosti in deleža kapljevine v cevi. Vrhovi v grafu naka-
zujejo prisotnost velikih valov kapljevine.
6.5.2 Vpliv vstopne hitrosti kapljevine
Robni pogoj za vstopno hitrost kapljevine un je v modelu kapljevinskega vstopa v
simulaciji določen z masnim pretokom kapljevine m˙l in površino vstopa πDH, kar
kaže enačba (6.20). Preverili smo vpliv vstopne hitrosti un na izračunano frekvenco
valov.
Najprej smo v modelu cevi s premerom 19 mm, pri konstantnem pretoku plina
in kapljevine, z izbiro različnih višin H, spreminjali površino kapljevinskega vstopa.
Nato smo pri različnih višinah H spreminjali še masni pretok kapljevine. Rezultati
na sliki 6.7 kažejo, da je izračunana frekvenca valov v obeh primerih približno soraz-
merna z vstopno hitrostjo un, kar je prikazano tudi s prilagajanjem premice (črtkani
črti). V nadaljevanju smo študijo razširili še na druge vrednosti pretoka plina in
kapljevine v 19 mm cevi, kar prikazujejo rezultati na sliki 6.8. Prav tako smo vpliv
vstopne hitrosti un preverili še na drugi geometriji cevi z večjim premerom 32 mm,
saj je površina kapljevinskega vstopa določena tudi s premerom cevi D. Ti rezultati
so prikazani na sliki 6.9 in kažejo podobno sorazmerno odvisnost vstopne hitrosti
kapljevine in frekvence valov, čeprav z drugim koeﬁcientom sorazmernosti.
Rezultati tako kažejo splošen vpliv vstopne hitrosti un na izračunano frekvenco
valov. Zato smo v nadaljevanju vstopno hitrost un izbrali kot glavni parameter
modela kapljevinskega vstopa za primerjavo izračunanih frekvenc z meritvami eks-
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perimentov iz literature.
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Slika 6.7: Izračunana frekvenca valov za cev s premerom 19 mm pri hitrosti plina 5 m/s.
Pravokotno komponento hitrosti na kapljevinskem vstopu un = m˙l/(ρlA) določamo ali s
spreminjanjem pretoka m˙l od 10 do 30 g/s ali s spreminjanjem površine vstopa A = piDH
z različnimi višinami H od 10 do 50 mm pri konstantnem pretoku m˙l = 25 g/s. V obeh
primerih je frekvenca valov približno sorazmerna z un, kar je prikazano s prilagajanjem
premice. Vodoravni črtkani črti prikazujeta izmerjene vrednosti iz literature [29, 45] za
hitrost plina 5 m/s in pretoka kapljevine približno 25 g/s.
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Slika 6.8: Izračunana frekvenca valov za cev s premerom 19 mm pri različnih hitrostih plina
jg, masnih pretokih kapljevine m˙l, in površinah kapljevinskega vstopa A = piDH (številke
ob simbolih označujejo višine H od 10 do 50 mm). Frekvenca je približno sorazmerna z
velikostjo pravokotne komponente hitrosti kapljevine na vstopu un = m˙l/(ρlA).
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Slika 6.9: Izračunana frekvenca valov za cev s premerom 32 mm pri različnih hitrostih plina
jg, masnih pretokih kapljevine m˙l, in površinah kapljevinskega vstopa A = piDH (številke
ob simbolih označujejo višine H od 6 do 24 mm). Frekvenca je približno sorazmerna z
velikostjo pravokotne komponente hitrosti kapljevine na vstopu un = m˙l/(ρlA). Črtkane
črte prikazujejo prileganje premice.
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6.5.3 Primerjava z eksperimenti
Rezultate simulacij smo preverili z meritvami eksperimentov Wang et al. [29, 45] v
cevi s premerom 19 mm, in eksperimenta Barbosa Jr. et al. [26] v cevi s premerom
32 mm. Za primerjavo rezultatov v cevi s premerom 19 mm smo izbrali serijo
meritev pri približno konstantnem masnem pretoku kapljevine okrog 25 g/s in z
naraščajočimi pretoki plina. Rezultati prikazani na sliki 6.10 kažejo, da simulacije
pravilno napovejo sorazmerno večanje frekvence valov z večanjem pretoka (oziroma
pripadajoče hitrosti) plina v cevi. Kot je omenjeno v prejšnjem razdelku 6.5.2,
na izračunane frekvence zelo vpliva površina kapljevinskega vstopa A = πDH, ki
jo prilagajamo z višino H, in pri danem masnem pretoku kapljevine določa robni
pogoj za vstopno hitrost un = m˙l/ρlA. Pri manjši površini vstopa (in večji un)
simulacije napovejo previsoke frekvence valov pri vseh hitrostih plina. Obratno pri
večji površini vstopa (in manjši un) simulacije napovejo prenizke frekvence valov. S
primerno izbiro površine kapljevinskega vstopa (v našem primeru H = 30mm) lahko
v simulacijah zelo dobro napovemo izmerjene frekvence valov, kot je prikazano na
sliki 6.10. V eksperimentu [64] je bila višina kapljevinskega vstopa okrog 43 mm,
vendar ta ni neposredno primerljiva z višino H v modelu kapljevinskega vstopa.
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Slika 6.10: Primerjava izračunanih frekvenc valov kapljevine pri različnih višinah kapljevin-
skega vstopaH z meritvami iz literature [29, 45] za cev s premerom 19 mm. V eksperimentu
je bila višina naluknjanega vstopa okrog 43 mm.
Za primerjavo rezultatov v cevi s premerom 32 mm smo izbrali tri primere iz
eksperimenta Barbosa Jr. et al. [26], kjer naraščata tako pretok plina kot pretok
kapljevine (točne vrednosti so navedene v legendi slike 6.9). Rezultati na sliki 6.11
kažejo, da tudi v 32 mm cevi simulacije dobro napovejo povečanje frekvence valov z
večanjem pretoka plina in kapljevine. Znova lahko najdemo primerno višino kaplje-
vinskega vstopa (H = 12mm), pri kateri se rezultati simulacij zelo dobro ujemajo z
meritvami. V tem primeru je bila višina vstopa v eksperimentu [26] okrog 25 mm.
Na sliki 6.11 sta prikazana tudi rezultata dvodimenzionalne osno simetrične simula-
cije Da Riva in Del Col [40] z višino kapljevinskega vstopa 6 mm. Kot je razvidno,
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sta rezultata te simulacije primerljiva z rezultati simulacij v tej doktorski disertaciji
pri enaki višini kapljevinskega vstopa.
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Slika 6.11: Primerjava izračunanih frekvenc valov kapljevine pri različnih višinah modela
kapljevinskega vstopa H z meritvami iz literature [26] za cev s premerom 32 mm. V
eksperimentu je bila višina naluknjanega vstopa okrog 25 mm. Prikazani so tudi rezultati
dvodimenzionalne osno simetrične simulacije iz literature [40] z višino kapljevinskega vstopa
6 mm.
Predstavljeni rezultati kažejo, da efektivna površina A = πDH modela kaplje-
vinskega vstopa (preko robnega pogoja za hitrost un) pomembno vpliva na izraču-
nano frekvenco valov v simulacijah. Efektivno višino modela kapljevinskega vstopa
H, pri kateri simulacije dobro napovejo frekvence valov, je težko oceniti vnaprej,
saj, kot kažejo rezultati, ta ni enostavno povezana z višino kapljevinskega vstopa v
eksperimentih.
Vsi mehanizmi nastanka valov kapljevine niso popolnoma jasni niti v prepro-
stejšem primeru (od obravnavanega raztrganega toka) padajočega toka ﬁlma kaplje-
vine. Eden od glavnih mehanizmov so hidrodinamske nestabilnosti (npr. Kelvin-
Helmholtzova), ki se pojavijo zaradi dovolj velike razlike med relativno veliko hitro-
stjo plina in relativno počasnim polzenjem kapljevinskega ﬁlma. Literatura navaja
še mehanizem nastanka valov zaradi turbulentnega mešanja, tako v ﬁlmu kapljevine
kot v toku plina blizu vala. Valovi lahko nastanejo tudi zaradi lokalnih motenj na
mestu kapljevinskega vstopa. Zdi se, da je v raztrganem režimu toka slednji meha-
nizem prevladujoč, saj v obravnavanih eksperimentih valovi praviloma nastajajo v
bližini spodnjega dela kapljevinskega vstopa.
Meritve pri eksperimentih [26, 29] in simulacije kažejo, da je frekvenca valov od-
visna od pretoka plina in kapljevine. Časovno skalo pojava valov določata predvsem
kritična amplituda vala, pri kateri tok plina odnese val navzgor nad kapljevinski
vstop, in kako hitro val zraste do te amplitude, torej rast amplitude vala. Meritve in
teoretični modeli kažejo, da se kritična amplituda, pri kateri kapljevinski val odnese
navzgor tok plina, manjša z večanjem pretoka plina [64]. Višja hitrost plina pri-
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pomore tudi k hitrejši rasti valov zaradi povečane hidrodinamske nestabilnosti. Na
drugi strani meritve kažejo, da ima pretok kapljevine na kritično amplitudo valov
le majhen vpliv, ki je omejen na ozke cevi (19 mm) in majhne pretoke kapljevine
(pod 30 g/s). Sorazmernost med robnim pogojem za vstopno hitrost kapljevine in
frekvenco valov v simulaciji kaže, da hitrost kapljevine na vstopu lahko pomembno
vpliva na rast kapljevinskega vala.
Z izračuni v tej doktorski disertaciji smo pokazali in ovrednotili neposreden vpliv
vstopne hitrosti kapljevine na frekvenco valov v navpičnem raztrganem toku. Naše
ugotovitve kažejo, da v navpičnem raztrganem toku lastnosti kapljevinskih valov
niso odvisne le od makroskopskega pretoka kapljevine in plina, ter premera in dolžine
cevi, temveč v veliki meri tudi od lokalnih robnih pogojev na vstopu kapljevine v
cev.
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6.6 Zaključki
V doktorski disertaciji smo preučevali nastanek in lastnosti poplavnih valov kaplje-
vine, ki periodično potujejo navzgor ob steni cevi v smeri toka plina, in so značilni
za raztrgan režim dvofaznega toka kapljevine in plina v navpični cevi.
Pri razlagi gibanja poplavnih valov si pomagamo s preprostimi mehanističnimi
modeli. V ta namen smo predlagali novi model analitične oblike kapljevinskega
vala, ki je izpeljan na podlagi funkcije hiperboličnega sekansa. Predlagani model
zelo dobro opiše izmerjeno obliko valov in je hkrati dovolj enostaven za uporabo
v mehanističnih modelih. Za demonstracijo slednjega smo predlagani model oblike
vgradili v preprost mehanističen model, ki zadostuje za kvalitativen opis gibanja
valov v navpičnem raztrganem toku.
Natančnejši popis kapljevinskih valov omogočajo trirazsežne simulacije nestacio-
narnega izotermnega raztrganega režima toka z metodo računske dinamike tekočin.
Zaradi relativno velike stične površine valov smo za popis dvofaznega toka lahko
uporabili model homogene mešanice z enim hitrostnim poljem in ostrenjem stične
površine. Stična površina se brez ostrenja, kljub natančnim numeričnim shemam,
preveč razmaže, kar onemogoča zadovoljiv opis dinamike valov na grobih računskih
mrežah, katerih uporaba je potrebna zaradi velikega števila simulacij za izvedbo pa-
rametrične študije računskega modela. Veljavnost uporabljenega računskega modela
smo potrdili s primerjavo rezultatov simulacij z rezultati eksperimentov iz literature.
Kvalitativni rezultati, med katere spadajo vizualizacija valov in hitrostnega polja,
kažejo, da opravljene simulacije pravilno popisujejo značilne lastnosti raztrganega
režima toka. Kvantitativno smo v nalogi preučevali predvsem frekvenco kaplje-
vinskih valov. Pokazali smo zanemarljiv vpliv računske mreže ter proﬁla hitrosti
predpisanega na robnem pogoju za vstop plina na frekvenco valov.
Poglavitno smo v doktorskem delu preiskovali in pokazali pomemben vpliv mo-
dela kapljevinskega vstopa. Pokazali smo, da je frekvenca valov sorazmerna z vsto-
pno hitrostjo, ki jo določa površina modela kapljevinskega vstopa. Primerjava rezul-
tatov simulacij z eksperimenti iz literature pri različnih pretokih plina in kapljevine,
ter pri različnih premerih cevi, je pokazala, da je s primerno izbiro za efektivno
površino modela vstopa mogoče zelo dobro napovedati izmerjene frekvence valov.
Pokazali smo, da lahko hitrost kapljevine na vstopu pomembno vpliva na rast ka-
pljevinskih valov v raztrganem toku.
Ugotovitve doktorskega disertacije kažejo, da lastnosti kapljevinskih valov v nav-
pičnem raztrganem toku niso odvisne le od pretoka plina in kapljevine, ter geometrije
cevi, temveč v veliki meri tudi od lokalnih robnih pogojev na samem vstopu tekočine
v cev.
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